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Abstract.    The kinship terminological systems documented for modern Ralá-

muli (Tarahumara), a Southern Uto-Aztecan language, exhibit considerable

dialectal and subdialectal diversity in both the terms they include and the

linguistic forms of these terms–a diversity best understood in relation to the

Proto-Tarahumaran kinship system. We reconstruct this antecedent system

and discuss the principal changes that occurred in it between the seventeenth

and late nineteenth centuries, when the Proto-Tarahumaran speech community

appears to have still been intact. Many of the lexical, phonological, morpholo-

gical, semantic, and structural differences that distinguish the modern systems

from one another, like the emergence of the modern Ralámuli dialects, can be

linked to the disruption of interaction patterns during the late nineteenth and

twentieth centuries that resulted in the breakup of the Proto-Tarahumaran

speech community.

1. Introduction.    The purpose of this article is to present the results of a

historical linguistic analysis of the kinship terms that have been recorded in

different dialects of the modern Ralámuli language. Today, Ralámuli people use

the term “Ralámuli” (also spelled “Rarámuri”) to designate themselves and

their language, but “Tarahumara” and variants of this word are the only names

recorded prior to the nineteenth century for both the language and its native

speakers (Merrill 2001:77—80).1 In the linguistic literature, the language tends

to be called “Tarahumara” rather than “Ralámuli.”

The Ralámuli/Tarahumara language is a member of the southern branch of

the Uto-Aztecan language family, which is conservatively divided into seven

subfamilies as follows († indicates languages that are no longer spoken): (1)

Tarawarihian (Tarahumara, Warihio), (2) Opatan (†Teguima, †Eudeve), (3)

Cahitan (Mayo, †Tehueco, Yaqui), (4) Tepiman (Upper Piman, Lower Piman,

Northern Tepehuan, Southern Tepehuan), (5) Tubaran (†Tubar), (6) Coracholan

(Cora, Huichol), and (7) Aztecan (†Pochutec, Nahuatl, Pipil) (Miller 1983:120—

22; Campbell 1997:133—38; Caballero 2011a:485—88; Hill 2011:243—62;

Moctezuma Zamarrón 2012:43—46; Merrill 2013). Kroeber (1934:10—15) noted

similarities among the Tarawarihian, Opatan, and Cahitan languages and

characterized them as a “group,” for which Whorf (1936:197) coined the name
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“Taracahitan.” However, as Hill (2011:247, 261—62, 269) points out, shared pho-

nological innovations that would establish these languages as a genetic unit

have yet to be identified, in contrast to the Tepiman, Coracholan, and Aztecan

subfamilies, the genetic unity of each of which is well-established. The rela-

tionship of the poorly documented Tubar language to the other Southern Uto-

Aztecan languages is unclear (Hill 2011:247—50; Stubbs 2000).

Map 1. Tarahumara territory in the early seventeenth century.

At the time of initial European contact in the late sixteenth and early seven-

teenth centuries, Tarahumara speakers lived in small settlements dispersed
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across approximately 45,000 square kilometers in southwestern and central

Chihuahua (see map 1) (Pennington 1963:1—13; Hard et al. 2015:252—53,

257—58). Despite the extent and rugged terrain of this territory, Tarahumara-

speaking communities appear to have formed a social network through which

linguistic innovations diffused, constituting a nonlocalized speech community

that we identify as the Proto-Tarahumaran speech community. The fact that

modern Ralámuli dialects share lexical and phonological innovations that were

first documented in the nineteenth century suggests that the Proto-Tarahu-

maran speech community remained intact until that time (see sections 3.1,

3.2, and 4.3), but we do not assume the total absence of linguistic diversity

within it. Some regional linguistic variation in seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century Tarahumara was mentioned in passing by the Jesuit missionaries

Thomás de Guadalaxara, who arrived in the Tarahumara missions in 1675,

and Matthäus Steffel, who served in these missions between 1761 and 1767

(González Rodríguez 1995:12; Merrill 2007:413—16) (see section 6). Nonetheless,

the paucity of data available on Tarahumara language and society prior to the

twentieth century precludes an evaluation of the nature, degree, and distri-

bution of this variation, as well as a detailed analysis of the patterns of social

and linguistic interaction across the Tarahumara region as a whole.

Ralámuli is spoken today by around 100,000 people, most of whom live

in the mountains and canyons of southwestern Chihuahua, Mexico (Embriz

Osorio and Zamora Alarcón 2012:24, 110) (see map 2). No systematic analysis

of Ralámuli dialectal diversity has been completed, and no consensus exists on

the number and precise distribution of the dialects.2 Here we adopt the classi-

fication developed in the 1990s by a research team affilated with the Chihuahua

state government (Valiñas Coalla 2001:115—18, 2002:259—61). Five dialect areas

are identified: North, South, Central, West, and “Cumbre,” which we rename

“Interior.”3

The first and to date only detailed analysis of Ralámuli kinship terminology

was undertaken in 1940 by Herbert Passin while a graduate student in anthro-

pology at the University of Chicago. Passin based his study, published in 1943,

on research conducted primarily in and around the mixed Ralámuli-Mestizo

town of Guachochi, located in the uplands of the Sierra Tarahumara of south-

western Chihuahua, Mexico (see map 2). He reported (1943:361) that the termi-

nological systems that he recorded evidenced no structural differences and only

slight regional variations in the stems of the terms themselves, but he clearly

was baffled by the diverse linguistic forms that he documented. To illustrate the

diversity, he noted the following array of terms associated with the parent’s

brother—sibling’s child relationship: kumúýuri, kurí, kuríýi, kuríýiwa, kuríýuwa,

kurímari, raté, ratéýuri, ratéýuwa, ratémari, raterá, riýí, riýúwi, and riýúwa. He

suggested that a systemic linguistic analyis of the terms “might help to clarify

matters somewhat,” but he acknowledged that his understanding of the Ralá-

muli language was insufficient for the task (1943:373, 378).
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Map 2. The modern Ralámuli communities included in this study and the modern

Warihio territory.

Research on Ralámuli kinship terminology conducted in subsequent decades

reveals an even greater variety of linguistic forms than Passin encountered, as

well as considerable variation in the terms included in the kinship lexica of the

modern Ralámuli dialects and the referents associated with them. We have con-

cluded that the most effective way to account for this diversity is to examine the

modern kinship terminological systems against the backdrop of the antecedent

system out of which they emerged.
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We use as the point of departure of our analysis the kinship terminological

system that we have reconstructed for the ancestral language that gave rise to

modern Ralámuli. We designate this ancestral language as Proto-Tarahumara

instead of Proto-Ralámuli because “Ralámuli” or “Rarámuri” is first document-

ed, as “rarámari,” in the 1826 study of the language prepared by the Franciscan

missionary Miguel Tellechea (Merrill 2001:77).

In section 2, we present our reconstruction of the Proto-Tarahumaran kin-

ship terminological system. In section 3, we review the lexical and phonological

innovations that occurred in this system while the Proto-Tarahumaran speech

community was intact. In section 4, we provide an overview of our reconstruc-

tion of the late Proto-Tarahumaran system, proposing in section 4.3 that the

approach to creating possessive constructions, including those involving kinship

terms, that characterized early Proto-Tarahumara was modified before the

dialectal diversification got underway or had progressed very far. In sections 4.4

and 4.5, we review seven inflectional and derivational suffixes that can be recon-

structed for Proto-Tarahumara, which generated alternative forms of kinship

terms that have become lexicalized in the modern dialects.

In section 5, we turn our focus to the modern Ralámuli kinship terminol-

ogical systems, analyzing the principal areas of variation among the systems

documented for ten different communities. We consider phonological, morphol-

ogical, morphophonological, and semantic differences in the kinship terms them-

selves, and lexical and structural differences among the attested systems. We

conclude the essay by listing basic features of the Proto-Tarahumaran system

that are retained in the modern systems and the principal differences among

them, identifying some social and cultural factors that likely contributed to this

long-term stability and other factors that may have been responsible for the

diversification of the modern dialects and the kinship terminological systems

associated with them.

On a more technical note, the abbreviations for the different languages and

dialects considered in this study are listed in appendix 1, along with the sources

of data for each. In appendix 2, we comment on the sources of our corpus of

modern Ralámuli kinship terminologies, and in appendix 3, we present the

cognate sets upon which our reconstructions of Proto-Tarahumaran etyma are

based. Our linguistic and graphic conventions are explained at the beginning of

the notes section.

2. The Proto-Tarahumaran kinship terminological system.    We base

our reconstruction of the Proto-Tarahumaran (PT) kinship lexicon on both un-

published and published sources. We rely primarily on unpublished data that we

collected during research in the Ralámuli communities of Rejogochi (Merrill,

1977—1984) and Tierra Blanca (Burgess, 1991—1998) and a 1995 compilation,

also unpublished, of the kinship terms attested in the five Ralámuli dialect

areas (Burgess 1995; see appendix 2). We also draw upon published accounts of
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the kinship terminologies documented in the Ralámuli communities of Aborea-

chi (Kennedy 1970b, 1978), Guachochi (Passin 1943), Norogachi (Martínez,

Martínez, and Naranjo 2012), and Samachique (Bennett and Zingg 1935; Hilton

1993), supplemented by data extracted from the Ralámuli grammars and dic-

tionaries of Gassó (1903), Ferrero (1920,1924), and Brambila (1953, 1976,

1983).4

Kinship-related data in pre¤twentieth century studies of the Tarahumara

language, produced by the Jesuit missionaries Thomás de Guadalaxara (1683)

and Matthäus Steffel (1799, 1809) and the Franciscan missionary Miguel

Tellechea (1826), indicate that the Proto-Tarahumaran kinship terminological

system underwent some changes between the late seventeenth and early twen-

tieth centuries. To facilitate identifying and analyzing these changes, we have

reconstructed the terminological system for both early Proto-Tarahumara and

late Proto-Tarahumara, based on cognates attested in these three studies and in

modern Ralámuli and Warihio, the Uto-Aztecan language most closely related to

Ralámuli (Miller 1996:21; Hill 2011:251—59; cf. Lionnet 1977). Our principal

sources of data on the Warihio kinship lexicon are an unpublished study pre-

pared by Wick Miller in 1988 and his grammar and dictionary of the Sierra

dialect of the language published in 1996. These data are complemented by

information on Warihio kinship terminology presented by Kroeber (1934:20,

25), Johnson and Johnson (1947:30—31), Miller (1993:141—58), Medina Murillo

(2012), and Félix Armendáriz (2005:424—88).

Warihio is spoken today in western Chihuahua and southeastern Sonora

by around two thousand people (Miller 1996:21; Embriz Osorio and Zamora

Alarcón 2012:22; cf. Barreras Aguilar 2001) (see map 2).5 Because Ralámuli and

Warihio derive from the same ancestral language, which we call Proto-Tara-

warihio (PTW), the kinship lexicon reconstructed for early Proto-Tarahumara

corresponds to what would be reconstructed for late Proto-Tarawarihio. The

timing of breakup of the Proto-Tarawarihian speech community cannot be dated

precisely, but the split of Proto-Tarahumara and Proto-Warihio must have

occurred prior to the expansion of the Spanish colonial frontier into the region

in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Chroniclers of the period

consistently identified Tarahumara and Warihio as different, albeit quite sim-

ilar, languages (Ortiz Zapata 1678:260v—62; Sauer 1934:32—36; Pennington

1963:8—9).

The kinship terminological system that we reconstruct for Proto-Tarahu-

mara is presented in two tables. The reconstructed terms, or etyma, for consan-

guineal relatives appear in table 1 (see section 2.1) and those for affines in table

3 (see section 2.2). Stress is shown only on the etyma for which inherent stess

can be reconstructed (see section 5.3). In both tables, we include the early and

late Proto-Tarahumara reconstructions. The modern Ralámuli and Warihio

cognates are compiled in appendix 3. Glosses that contain the symbols & or %

indicate terms used exclusively for the relatives of, respectively, a female or
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male ego. For example, *mali ‘father (&)’ is the Proto-Tarahumaran etymon

reconstructed for the term for ‘father’ used by a female speaker for her own

father and also by third parties when referring to the father of a female.

2.1. Proto-Tarahumaran consanguineal etyma.    We reconstruct thirty-

seven Proto-Tarahumaran etyma for consanguineal relatives; these are present-

ed in table 1. This count includes twelve etyma for siblings’ children and child-

ren’s children that are derived from the etyma denoting parents’ siblings and

parents’ parents by the addition of the suffix *¤ma; see etyma 14—37 in the table.

Table 1. Proto-Tarahumaran Consanguineal Etyma

 REFERENT EARLY PT LATE PT

1. ‘relative, companion’ *tehimá *rehimá

2. ‘elder sister’ *koýýi *koýýi

3. ‘younger sister’ *pini *bini

4. ‘elder brother’ *paýýi *baýýi

5. ‘younger brother’ *poni *boni

6. ‘mother’ *yeýyé *eýyé

7. ‘child (&)’ *aki *ki

8. ‘father (&)’ *mali *mali

9. ‘daughter (%)’ *malá *malá

10. ‘father (%) *noýno *oýno

11. ‘son (%)’ *ino *ino

12. ‘offspring’ *taná *raná

13. ‘children’ *kúýi *kúýi

14. ‘mother’s elder sister’ *nesa *nesa

15. ‘younger sister’s child (&)’ *nesá¤ma *nesá¤ma

16. ‘mother’s younger sister’ *yeýýi *eýýi

17. ‘elder sister’s child (&)’ *yeýýí¤ma *eýýí¤ma

18. ‘mother’s elder brother’ *kukulí *ukulí

19. ‘younger sister’s child (%)’ *kukulí¤ma *ukulí¤ma

20. ‘mother’s younger brother’ *taýtai *raýte

21. ‘elder sister’s child (%)’ *taýtái¤ma *raýté¤ma

22. ‘father’s elder sister’ *solo *solo

23. ‘younger brother’s child (&)’ *soló¤ma *soló¤ma

24. ‘father’s younger sister’ *papoi *bapoi

25. ‘elder brother’s child (&)’ *papó¤ma *bapó¤ma

26. ‘father’s elder brother’ *kumu *kumu

27. ‘younger brother’s child (%)’ *kumú¤ma *kumú¤ma

28. ‘father’s younger brother’ *teýi *riýi

29. ‘elder brother’s child (%)’ *teýí¤ma *riýí¤ma

30. ‘mother’s mother’ *suýsú *uýsú

31. ‘daughter’s child (&)’ *suýsú¤ma *uýsú¤ma

32. ‘mother’s father’ *papá *apá

33. ‘daughter’s child (%)’ *papá¤ma *apá¤ma

34. ‘father’s mother’ *kaýká *aýká

35. ‘son’s child (&)’ *kaýká¤ma *aýká¤ma

36. ‘father’s father’ *woýí *oýí

37. ‘son’s child (%)’ *woýí¤ma *oýí¤ma
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Reconstructing these twelve derived etyma represents the only significant

difference between our model of the Proto-Tarahumaran consanguineal kinship

lexicon and the lexicon attested in modern Sierra Warihio. In modern Warihio,

the same terms that designate grandparents and parents’ siblings are used

for grandchildren and siblings’ children, and the suffix ¤ma is not attested on

any of them (Miller 1988). This suffix also is rare in modern Ralámuli terms for

siblings’ children and children’s children, attested only in the Central and Inte-

rior dialects. For the Central dialect, Passin documented three terms in which

the ¤ma suffix appears: pabámali, glossed as ‘grandchild’, and ratémali and

kulímali, which he noted “were used to designate various nepotic-avuncular

relations, without any apparent regularity” (1943:373, 376). For the Interior

dialect, the suffix is attested in Rejogochi Ralámuli in five of the six terms for

siblings’ children and in one of the four terms for grandchildren (see table 2).

We reconstruct these derived etyma for Proto-Tarahumara because the

modern Ralámuli kinship terms in which the ¤ma suffix appears have cog-

nates in other Uto-Aztecan languages, including Tohono O’odham, Névome, and

Northern Tepehuan–Southern Uto-Aztecan languages of the Tepiman sub-

family–and Luiseño and Cupeño–Northern Uto-Aztecan languages of the

Takic subfamily (Hill and Zepeda 1998:15; Pennington 1979:84, 109; Rinaldini

1994:45—46 [section 2]; Gifford 1922:59—61; Hill 2005:195).6 What we regard

as the original system is best documented in late seventeenth-century Teguima

(Lombardo 2009:291—93), which, along with Eudeve, may be the Southern Uto-

Aztecan language most closely related to Ralámuli and Warihio.

Table 2. The Suffix ¤ma in Rejogochi Ralámuli and Teguima

REFERENT REJOGOCHI, 1984 TEGUIMA, 1702

‘elder brother’s child (&)’ bapó¤ma¤le vao¤ma¤ri

‘younger brother’s child (&)’ soló¤ma¤le soro¤ma¤ri

‘elder sister’s child (%)’ raté¤ma¤le tai¤ma¤ri

‘younger sister’s child (%)’ ukulí¤ma¤le kuci¤ma¤ri

‘elder brother’s child (%)’ riýí¤ma¤le tewici¤ma¤ri

‘son’s child (%)’ oýí¤ma¤le posi¤ma¤ri

In table 2, we present the terms in which the ¤ma suffix is attested in

Rejogochi Ralámuli and the Teguima cogates for these terms. The final ¤ri in the

Teguima terms is the nonpossessed noun suffix, which is dropped in possessive

constructions, for example, no vao¤ma ‘my elder brother’s child (&)’. In the

Ralámuli terms, the final ¤le is the reflex of Proto-Tarahumara *¤li, also the

nonpossessed noun suffix, but this suffix has become lexicalized in Rejogochi

Ralámuli and is used in possessive constructions formed with both genitive and

nominative case pronouns, for example, kéne bapó¤ma¤le (genitive) and nehé

bapó¤ma-le (nominative) ‘my elder sibling’s child (&)’ (see sections 4.3 and 4.4).
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In Teguima, ¤ma is attested in all terms for grandchildren and siblings’

children.7 Rejogochi Ralámuli has lost the reflexes of Proto-Tarahumaran

*yeýýí¤ma ‘elder sister’s child’ and Proto-Tarahumaran *nesá¤ma ‘younger

sister’s child (&)’. The referent of bapó¤ma¤le, originally ‘elder brother’s child

(&)’ only, has been broadened to ‘elder sibling’s child (&)’, paralleled by the

broadening of soló¤ma¤le from ‘younger brother’s child (&)’ to ‘younger sibling’s

child (&)’ (see section 5.1).

2.2. Proto-Tarahumaran affinal etyma.    Our reconstructions of early and

late Proto-Tarahumaran affinal etyma are presented in table 3. The modern

Sierra Warihio cognates are identical to the early Proto-Tarahumaran etyma

except for a difference in stress placement in Warihio moýóli ‘son’s wife’ and

vowel harmonization in Warihio ýeýé ‘elder sister’s husband’ and *ýenéli

‘younger brother’s wife’, the reflexes of Proto-Tarawarihio *ýiýé and *ýinéli.

Table 3. Proto-Tarahumaran Affinal Etyma 

REFERENT EARLY PT LATE PT

‘husband’ *kuná *kuná

‘wife’ *upí *upí

‘spouse’s mother’ *wasí *wasí

‘spouse’s father’ *siýa *siýa

‘daughter’s husband’ *moýné *moýné

‘son’s wife’ *moýolí *moýolí

‘elder sister’s husband’ *ýiýé *ýiýé

‘elder brother’s wife’ *tepó *repó

‘younger sister’s husband’ *awáka *wáka

‘younger brother’s wife’ *ýinéli *ýinéli

None of the etyma in table 3 is identified as the label for any category of

spouse’s siblings because modern Ralámuli dialects display considerable varia-

tion in the terms used for these categories of affines (see section 5.2). In fact,

only one word, muýimali, is attested in most Ralámuli dialects, as well as Wari-

hio, as the label for one or another category of spouse’s siblings (see appendix 3,

set 19). As we discuss in section 3.1, these attestations might support the recon-

struction of Proto-Tarawarihio *muýimali, but various considerations lead us to

interpret this word as a loan, likely of Teguima origin, that diffused widely after

the breakup of the Proto-Tarawarihio speech community.

3. Proto-Tarahumaran innovations.    Several changes in the Proto-Tarahu-

mara kinship terminological system appear to have occurred between the mid-

seventeenth and late nineteenth centuries. As discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2,

both lexical and phonological innovations can be identified. One phonological

innovation, the shift of initial *p¤ to *b¤, took place before 1683, and a second,

the loss of initial vowels, appears to have been in progress by 1767. The timing of
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three other phonological innovations and seven lexical innovations can be tenta-

tively assigned to the 1768—1900 period. None is documented in the studies of

the Tarahumara language produced by Matthäus Steffel, whose residence in the

Tarahumara missions ended in 1767, but all are attested in Gassó’s grammar of

Tarahumara published in 1903, with one exception. Gassó does not include a

term for ‘child’s spouse’s parent’, which we reconstruct as Proto-Tarahumaran

*nawilá based on cognates in two modern Ralámuli dialects (see appendix 3, set

22).

3.1. Proto-Tarahumaran lexical innovations.    The four etyma presented in

(1) can be reconstructed for Proto-Tarahumara but not for Proto-Tarawarihio

because reflexes of them are not attested in modern Warihio.

(1)  *nawilá ‘child’s spouse’s parent’

*salí ‘spouse’s grandparent, grandchild’s spouse’

*umúli ‘great-grandparent, great-grandchild’

*wayé ~ *waí ‘younger sister (%)’

We have identified no cognates in other Uto-Aztecan languages for the reflexes

of *nawilá ‘co-parent-in-law’ or *salí ‘spouse’s grandparent, grandchild’s

spouse’, leading us to conclude that they are Proto-Tarahumaran innovations.

However, reflexes of these etyma are attested in only a few modern Ralámuli

dialects, and some variation in their referents is documented (see appendix 3,

sets 22, 31).8

In (2), we present the cognates for the Ralámuli reflexes of *umúli ‘great-

grandparent, great-grandchild’, which come from two Cahitan languages,

seventeenth-century Tehueco and early twentieth-century Yaqui.

(2)  PT *umúli ‘great-grandparent, great-grandchild’ 

TC n¤amuli ‘great-great-grandparent’

YQ(K) hamulik ‘great-grandparent’

No term for ‘great-grandchild’ is reported in these Cahitan sources, and no

words similar to those seen in (2) are found in more recent sources on the

Cahitan languages.

We reconstruct *wayé ~ *waí ‘younger sister (%)’ because both forms appear

in the earliest attestation (Gassó 1903:18), as well as in modern Ralámuli dia-

lects (see appendix 3, set 44). We have no explanation for why these alternate

forms should exist, but *wayé corresponds to the possessive form ‘have a young-

er sister’, created by replacing the final vowel in *wa(y)í with the suffix *¤e (see

section 4.5). 

Cognates of reflexes of this etymon, seen in (3), are attested in the three

documented Cahitan languages and two Central Numic languages, which indi-

cate that Proto—Uto-Aztecan  **wai or **waýi should be reconstructed.9
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(3)  *wayé ~ *waí ‘younger sister (%)’

TC wai ‘younger sibling’

MY gÑaáyi ‘younger sister’

YQ wái ‘younger sibling’

YQ-A wái ‘younger sibling (&)’

TSH waýippï ‘woman, female’

WSH-G waýippï ‘woman’

The existence of the cognates in (2) and (3) precludes identifying *umúli and

*wayé ~ *waí as Proto-Tarahumaran innovations. Perhaps they formed part of

the Proto-Tarawarihian kinship lexicon and the Warihio reflexes were lost. For

‘younger sister’, the only attested Warihio term is piní, the reflex of Proto-

Tarawarihio *pini, which is used by both female and male speakers. For ‘great-

grandparent, great-grandchild’, it is unclear if a Warihio term exists. In his

vocabulary of Sierra Warihio, Miller (1996:371) identified pabalóci, the diminu-

tive of papá ‘mother’s father’, as the label for ‘great-grandfather’, but in the

grammatical section of his study, he glossed pabalóci as ‘mother’s father,

daughter’s child (%)’ (1996:270). He also reported (1996:371) that papá ‘mother’s

father’ possibly is used in Sierra Warihio to denote ‘great-grandfather’ and

‘great-grandchild’.

An alternative explanation for the existence of modern Ralámuli reflexes of

*umúli and *wayé ~ *waí is that they are loanwords from Cahitan. If so, they

must have entered the Ralámuli lexicon prior to the twentieth century because

both words are documented in 1903 (Gassó 1903:18—19). The loans perhaps

occurred during the colonial period, when numbers of Cahitan speakers migrat-

ed from Sinaloa and Sonora to work in Spanish mining and other economic

enterprises within or near the Tarahumara territory (Spicer 1962:305; González

Rodríguez 1984:215; Deeds 1989:436; Martin 1996:2, 42; Hu-DeHart 2004:204 n.

4, 213, 217). Such a Cahitan source might account for the use of wayé ~ waí in

modern Ralámuli by male speakers and with respect to male egos because the

majority of the Cahitan migrants would presumably have been men.

Another etymon, *nahiréma ‘consanguineal relatives’, likely was created

while the late Proto-Tarahumara speech community was intact or soon after

dialectal diversification got underway. This term perhaps had an original sense

of ‘those who walk together’. The initial syllable *na¤ can be identified as the

reciprocal prefix. The stem probably is ¤hiré¤, which may be related to the verb

hiré ‘to walk’ (Brambila 1976:219), and the ¤ma element may be the suffix

attested in Guadalaxara (1683:16v) as deriving collective nouns from terms for

specific categories of humans: mumú¤ma ‘women and children’ (from mumugí

‘women’) and upí¤ma ‘wife with all her family and belongings’ (from upí

‘wife’).10

Reflexes of *nahiréma are attested in all modern Ralámuli dialects except

Southern Ralámuli, in which reflexes of *reýtéma¤, the plural form of *rehimá

‘consanguineal relative’, is used instead. In most dialects, reflexes of *nahiréma
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have become the plural suppletives of reflexes of *rehimá ‘consanguineal rela-

tive’ and in some, reflexes of the reduplicated *reýtehíma¤ have been assigned

new referents or have disappeared entirely (see appendix 3, set 39).

In Rejogochi, parent-child terminology can be used to designate parent’s

siblings and siblings’ children, parallel with the terms that specifically label

these relationships. The use of both sets of designations for these categories of

relatives also is documented for Aboreachi (Kennedy 1970b:178—80), Guachochi

(Passin 1943:378—79), and Norogachi (Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo 2012:

51—52, 95—96) (see section 5.1). This practice, and the principle underlying it, are

captured by reflexes of the etymon *eýwéna¤wa attested in some modern Ralá-

muli dialects (see appendix 3, set 7). In Rejogochi Ralámuli, wéýnale, the reflex

of *eýwéna¤wa, labels all lineal and consanguineal relatives and affines in the

parents’ generation; similar generic referents are found in other dialects.

The term *eýwéna¤wa can be analyzed as combining the stem *wéna and

¤wa, a suffix encountered in a number of kinship terms (see sections 4.5 and 5.4).

Reduplication of the initial syllable created the plural form, followed by the loss

of the initial consonant: *wena¤wa > *weýwena¤wa > *eýwena¤wa. This word

may have formed part of the Proto-Tarahumaran kinship lexicon, but it could

have entered as a loan. Reflexes of the stem *wena¤ alone are not attested in any

modern Ralámuli dialects, but in neighboring Tubar the verb wená¤ has ‘to be

born’ as one of its referents, and in Tohono O’odham wïïnag has the generic

referent ‘siblings and cousins’ (Lionnet 1978:68; Saxton, Saxton, and Enos 1983:

63). 

The Tubar verb wená¤ reflects an antecedent *pïna¤ while the Tohono

O’odham collective noun wïïnag reflects *pïnaw. If reflexes of Proto-Tarahu-

maran *wena¤wa are cognate with these words, an initial p¤ would be expected,

so the initial *w¤ suggests a loan. There are, however, examples of Proto-Tara-

humaran initial *w¤ being the reflex of *p¤, for example, late Proto-Tarahu-

maran *wipa ‘tobacco’, the reflex of Proto—Uto-Aztecan *pipa ‘tobacco’ (Merrill

2007:418—19, 428; Stubbs 2011:373, set 2348). In addition, *woci, the early

Proto-Tarahumaran etymon that we reconstruct for ‘father’s father’, perhaps

reflects an antecedent *poci, a reconstruction supported by the Tepiman, Tegu-

ima, and Eudeve cognates shown in (4).11

(4)  PTW *woci ‘father’s father’

TO wosk ~ woji

NV boska ~ bosidi ‘grandfather’

PYP voska

NT vošííka

NT(R) bošika

TE posi

ED póc¤

The sibling-in-law term muýímali is attested in all modern Ralámuli

dialects except the Southern dialect, the affinal terminology of which is poorly
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documented. The word appears in Sierra Warihio as muýimáli ‘spouse’s younger

sibling’ (Miller 1996:360) and in River Warihio as muýimáira, which Félix

Armendáriz (2005:445) glosses with the generic ‘sister-in-law, brother-in-law’. 

Based on these cognates, Proto-Tarawarihio *muýimali could be recon-

structed, but we have concluded that the word entered the Proto-Tarahumara

kinship lexicon as a loanword. It most likely is of Teguima origin because a

Teguima etymology exists for it. Lombardo (2009:293) documented the term as

muci¤mari ‘wife’s siblings’, which is derived from its reciprocal muci ‘sister’s

husband’ by the use of the suffix combination ¤ma¤ri (see section 2.1). There are

no Ralámuli cognates for Teguima muci ‘sister’s husband’, but Ralámuli muýí

‘vagina’ is a phonological match. Unfortunately, no word for ‘vagina’ is attested

in Teguima or in Eudeve, the other Opatan language.12

We interpret late Proto-Tarahumaran *muýímali as a relatively recent

introduction based on three considerations. First, there are no phonological or

morphological variations in its attestions in modern Ralámuli, a level of corres-

pondence not found in any other polysyllabic kinship term and particularly

unusual for the Western dialect, which has lost most final suffixes in its kinship

terms (see appendix 3, set 19, and sections 5.4 and 5.6 ). Second, for most dia-

lects, it is the only word in which the suffix combination ¤ma¤li is attested.

Third, data from the Mesa de Arturo subdialect of Western Ralámuli suggest

that Proto-Tarahumaran *ciýéli had the self-reciprocal referent ‘elder sister’s

husband, wife’s younger sibling’. In other Ralámuli communities, muýímali has

replaced reflexes of *ciýéli as the term for ‘wife’s younger sibling’, and*ciýéli is

the only sibling’s spouse term that is not used to label a category of spouse’s

sibling in these communities (see section 5.2).

We suspect that *muýimali was loaned from Teguima to Warihio speakers

and from them to Ralámuli speakers. It is, however, impossible to determine if

or when such a loan might have occurred. Except for reflexes of *kuná ‘husband’

and *upí ‘wife’ (Steffel 1809:313, 320, 350, 356, 368), no affinal terms are docu-

mented in the earlier sources. The modern reflex of *muýímali was first attested

in 1903 (Gassó 1903:19).

3.2. Proto-Tarahumaran phonological innovations.    Proto-Tarahumaran

kinship terms underwent several phonological modifications during the period

when the Proto-Tarahumaran speech community was still intact. The cognates

of kinship terms attested in modern Ralámuli dialects document five shared

sound changes: the shift of initial *p¤ to *b¤; the shift of initial *t¤ to *r¤; the loss

of initial consonants in terms with reduplicated initial syllables; the loss of

initial vowels in some words; and the loss of initial *w¤ and *y¤ in some words.

The eighteen Proto-Tarahumaran kinship etyma in which these changes

occurred are presented in table 4. The terms in the 1767 column are attested in

Steffel (1799, 1809), while those in the 1826 and 1903 columns are attested in

Tellechea (1826) and Gassó (1903). The etyma that we reconstruct for early
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Proto-Tarahumara appear in the second column. The etyma in the sixth column

are those that we reconstruct for late Proto-Tarahumara on the basis of the

modern Ralámuli cognates.

Steffel’s data indicate that, of the five phonological changes that occurred in

Proto-Tarahumara, only the shift of initial *p¤ to *b¤ had taken place before his

departure from the Tarahumara region in 1767. This sound change may have

occurred relatively soon after the split of Proto-Tarahumara and Proto-Warihio

because Guadalaxara (1683:27v) recorded bini¤ ‘younger sister’ in the seven-

teenth century. The loss of initial vowels in some kinship terms may also have

been underway in Steffel’s day. He documented the reflex of *aki ‘child (&)’ as

agí¤la ‘daughter’, with the initial vowel, but the reflex of *ino ‘son (%)’ as no¤lá,

without the initial *i¤ (Steffel 1809:341, 362).13

Table 4. Phonological Innovations in Proto-Tarahumaran Kinship

Terminology

REFERENT EARLY PT 1767 1826 1903 Late PT

Shift of *p¤ > *b¤

‘elder brother’ *paýýi baýí – baýí *baýýi

‘father’s younger sister’ *papoi – – – *bapoi

‘younger sister’ *pini biní – – *bini

‘younger brother’ *poni boní – boní *boni

Shift of *t¤ > *r¤

‘mother’s younger brother’ *taýtai taté – raté *raýte

‘father’s younger brother’ *teýi – – – *riýi

‘relative’ *tehimá tehimá rehimá – *rehimá

‘elder brother’s wife’ *tepó – – repó *repó

Loss of initial consonants in reduplicated syllables

‘father’s mother’ *kaýká kacó – akáýuli *aýká

‘mother’s elder brother’ *kukulí – – – *ukulí

‘father (%)’ *noýno nonó nonó onó *oýno

‘mother’s father’ *papá – – apalóýi *apá

‘mother’s mother’ *suýsú sui¤lá – ušú *uýsú

‘mother’ *yeýyé yeyé yeyé yeyé ~ eyé *eýyé

Loss of initial vowel

‘child (&)’ *aki agí¤la ki- kí *ki

‘younger sister’s husband’ *awáka – – wága¤ *wáka

Loss of initial *w¤ and *y

‘father’s father’ *woýí – – oýíkari *oýí

‘mother’s younger sister’ *yeýýi – – – *eýýi

Dating the shift of initial *t¤ to *r¤ to the period between 1767 and 1826 is

supported by the reflexes of *tehimá recorded as tehimá by Steffel (1809:309,

319, 348, 366) and rehimá by Tellechea (1826:62, 147—48). Note that the vowel

sequence *¤ai in early Proto-Tarahumaran *taýtai ‘mother’s younger brother’

had already shifted to ¤e by Steffel’s day and thus the initial *t¤ shifted to *r¤,
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resulting in *raýte, rather than being lost as occurred in the other terms with

reduplicated initial syllables. 

The loss of the initial consonants in words with reduplicated syllables ap-

pears to have occurred sometime between 1826 and 1903, although the alternate

forms yeyé ~ eyé ‘mother’, attested by Gassó (1903:17), indicate that this change

was still underway in the early twentieth century.14 The loss of initial *w¤ and

*y¤ in reflexes of *woýí ‘father’s father’ and *yeýýi ‘mother’s younger sister’

presumably occurred during the same period.

4. The late Proto-Tarahumaran kinship terminological system.    In this

section, we offer an overview of the kinship terminological system that we recon-

struct for late Proto-Tarahumara. Based on modern Ralámuli data, we are able

to reconstruct some features of this system that cannot be reconstructed for

early Proto-Tarahumara, in part because very little information exists regard-

ing how kinship terms are actually used by Warihio speakers, in part because

the Ralámuli and Warihio systems have diverged in some aspects. In sections

4.1 and 4.2, we review the consanguineal and affinal etyma, and in section 4.3,

we propose that a new approach to constructing possessives evolved during the

transition from Proto-Tarahumara to the modern dialects. In sections 4.4 and

4.5, we discuss seven suffixes that can be reconstructed for late Proto-Tara-

humara that were used to inflect kinship terms for different grammatical states

and to modify their meaning.

4.1. Late Proto-Tarahumaran consanguineal kinship terminology.

According to our reconstruction, the late Proto-Tarahumara kinship lexicon

comprised a total of fifty-one etyma, including the twelve etyma for grandchild-

ren and siblings’ children derived from terms for grandparents and parents’

siblings. The consanguineal terminological system, presented in figure 1, was

balanced bilaterally, with separate terms for the paternal and maternal lines in

the first and second ascendant and descendant generations (“G” in the first

column of the figure is the abbreviation for “generation”). A distinction between

lineal and collateral relatives existed only in the terminology for relatives in the

first ascendant and descendant generations.

Sex of the target relative and birth order are the primary features distin-

guishing among the five terms for siblings and the eight terms for parents’ sib-

lings. Different terms for female and male egos are reconstructed for ‘younger

sister’, ‘father’, ‘daughter’, and ‘son’. Terms for nieces, nephews, and grand-

children also are different for female and male egos because they are derived

from the sex-linked labels for parent’s siblings.

In all documented modern Ralámuli kinship systems, consanguineal kinship

terms are applied to a number of collateral kintypes. In ego’s generation, sibling

terms label all cousins, a shared basic principle that operates transgeneration-

ally. The children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren of anyone designated
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as a sibling by ego’s parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents, respective-

ly, are designated as siblings by ego. The distinction between elder and younger

siblings duplicates that of the preceding generation; for example, the daughter

of a person labeled as ‘elder sister’ by either of ego’s parents is called ‘elder

sister’ by ego.15

G+3 PPP

*umúli

G+2 FM

*aýká

FF

*oýí

MM

*uýsú

MF

*apá

G+1

FeZ

*solo

FyZ

*bapoi

FeB

*kumu

FyB

*riýi

F

*mali (&)

*oýno (%)

M

*eýyé

MeZ

*nesa

MyZ

*eýýi

MeB

*ukulí

MyB

*raýte

G0

eB

*baýýi

yB

*boni

EGO

eZ

*koýýi

yZ

*bini (&)

*wayé ~ *waí (%)

G¤1

yBS, yBD

*soló¤ma (&)

*kumú¤ma (%)

eBD, eBS

*bapó¤ma (&)

*riýí¤ma (%)

D, S

*ki (&)

*raná

*kúci

D

*malá (%)

S

*ino (%)

yZD, yZS

*nesá¤ma (&)

*ukulí¤ma (%)

eZD, eZS

*eýýí¤ma (&)

*raýté¤ma (%)

G¤2

SD, SS

*aýká¤ma (&)

*oýí¤ma (%)

DD, DS

*uýsú¤ma (&)

*apá¤ma (%)

G¤3 *umúli

CCC

Figure 1. Late Proto-Tarahumaran consanguineal kinship terminology.
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By the same logic, all collateral relatives for whom ego’s parents and grand-

parents use sibling terms are labeled by ego with the appropriate parent’s

sibling or grandparent terms. In a parallel system, parents’ siblings are also

labeled with parent terms, and they in turn use the terms for children for their

siblings’ children. However, they use the generic *kúci¤ ‘children’ more fre-

quently than the reflexes of *raná ‘child, children’, *aki ‘child (&)’, *malá

‘daughter (%)’, and *ino ‘son (%)’, which tend to be used by parents only.

To indicate geneological distance, the chain of intervening relatives can be

specified. For example, it can be explained that a person whom I call nehé yéla

‘my mother’ is ‘my mother’s mother’s elder brother’s daughter’ (“nehé yéla yéla

baýilá malála”) or ‘my maternal grandmother’s elder brother’s daughter’ (“nehé

suýulá baýilá malála”). The kinship terms can also be modified by quantifiers

like pé ‘a little’, which in the kinship context conveys the sense of ‘less than full’,

as in pe yéla ‘less than full mother’.

In modern Ralámuli, the spouses of people labeled as parents’ siblings are

themselves labeled with parents’ sibling terms. We suspect that the Proto-

Tarahumaran system followed this approach and also preserved the distinction

between maternal and paternal lines in the terms used for parents’ siblings’

spouses. Our reconstruction of the late Proto-Tarahumaran terms used for these

in-marrying affines is presented in table 5, but as we discuss in section 5.1,

significant deviations from this pattern are encountered in the modern Ralámuli

kinship systems.

Table 5. Late Proto-Tarahumaran Terms for Parents’ Siblings’ Spouses

ETYMON PARENT’S SIBLING IN-MARRYING AFFINE MARRIED TO ETYMON

*ukulí MeB MeZH MeZ *nesa

*raýte MyB MyZH MyZ *eýýi

*nesa MeZ MeBW MeB *ukulí

*eýýi MyZ MyBW MyB *raýte

*kumu FeB FeZH FeZ *solo

*riýi FyB FyZH FyZ *bapoi

*solo FeZ FeBW FeB *kumu

*bapoi FyZ FyBW FyB *riýi

4.2. Late Proto-Tarahumaran affinal etyma.    We reconstruct twelve etyma

with affinal referents for late Proto-Tarahumara. Eleven of these etyma are pre-

sented in figure 2. The twelfth is *nawilá ‘child’s spouse’s parent’. 

In keeping with the use in modern Ralámuli of parent-child terminology for

parents’ siblings and siblings’ children, in our model the spouses of one’s

siblings’ children are called ‘daughter’s husband’ and ‘son’s wife’, and one’s

spouse’s parents’ siblings (and their spouses) are called ‘spouse’s mother’ and

‘spouse’s father’. Similarly, all relatives labeled with grandparent terms by

one’s spouse are called ‘spouse’s grandparent’, and the spouses of all relatives
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labeled with grandchild terms are called ‘grandchild’s spouse’. A single, self-

reciprocal term, *salí, is used for both categories.16

No generic term for ‘in-law’ can be reconstructed, nor a label for spouses of

great-grandchildren, although the latter may have been included within the

category of *umúli. In his discussion of the semantic scope of the reflexes of

*umúli, Passin notes, “The term is very widely extended throughout the direct

and collateral lines, even pushing over into the affinals” (1943:380), but he

provides no details. In Rejogochi Ralámuli, umúli definitely labels the spouses

of great-grandchildren, but we lack information on whether the same usage

applies in any other modern Rarámuli dialects.

G+2
*salí       

‘spouse’s grandparent’     

G+1

*wasí

‘spouse’s mother’

‘spouse’s parents’ sister’

‘spouse’s parents’ brother’s wife’

*siýa

‘spouse’s father’

‘spouse’s parents’ brother’

‘spouse’s parents’ sister’s husband’

G0

*repó

‘elder brother’s wife’

*upí

‘wife’

*ýinéli

‘younger brother’s wife’

EGO

*ýiýé

‘elder sister’s husband’

*kuná

‘husband’

*wáka

‘younger sister’s husband’

G¤1

*moýolí

‘son’s wife’

‘sibling’s son’s wife’

‘spouse’s sibling’s son’s wife’

*moýné

‘daughter’s husband’

‘sibling’s daughter’s husband’

‘spouse’s sibling’s daughter’s husband’

G¤2
*salí      

‘grandchild’s spouse’     

Figure 2. Late Proto-Tarahumaran affinal kinship terminology.

4.3. Possessive constructions in late Proto-Tarahumara.    In modern

Ralámuli, possessive constructions involving kinship terms are formed by suffix-

ing the possessed marker ¤la to the stem of the kinship term, which is preceded

by a nominative case pronoun or noun that denotes the possessor, for example,

nehé ono¤lá ‘my father’ and Pedro ono¤lá ‘Pedro’s father’. Although quite limit-

ed, data encountered in the works of  Guadalaxara (1683) and Steffel (1799,

1809) indicate that the use of nominative case pronouns in such constructions

was an innovation that emerged in Proto-Tarahumara sometime between 1683

and 1767.
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Guadalaxara (1683:4) reported that the possessed marker ¤la was used in

possessive constructions only with third person possessors, but this rule appar-

ently did not apply to possessive constructions involving kinship terms. The

single example in Guadalaxara’s grammar of such constructions with a third

person pronoun possessor is pú inó ‘his son’, in which the ¤la marker is not

attested (Guadalaxara 1683:29).17 This example suggests that kinship terms in

seventeenth-century Tarahumara belonged to the class of nouns that were

inalienably possessed, as they do today, and that they were not marked for pos-

session.

The syntax of possessive constructions in Tarahumara clearly underwent

some reworking between the second half of the seventeenth century and the

mid-eighteenth century, as revealed by a comparison of Guadalaxara’s data

with those contained in Steffel’s (1799) grammar of Tarahumara. Steffel’s work

is a reorganization and Latin translation of Guadalaxara’s grammar, the

contents of which Steffel changed in a number of places to reflect the knowledge

of the language that he had acquired between 1761 and 1767.

Steffel (1799:14) stated explicitly that possessive constructions involving

first, second, and third person singular possessors were created by suffixing ¤la

to the possessed noun. He modified Guadalaxara’s example of ‘his son’ accord-

ingly, from pú inó to pú no¤lá, and all of his other examples of kinship terms in

such constructions, presented in (5), are marked with ¤la (Steffel 1809: 333;

Steffel 1799:86).

(5)  mú biní¤la ‘thy sister’

mú baýí¤la ‘thy brother’

pú kukúýiwa¤la ‘her children’

pú kuná¤la ‘her husband’

puhé agí¤la ‘her daughter’

puhé upí¤la ‘his wife’

Pedro nonó¤la ‘Pedro’s father’

Pedro yeyé¤la ‘Pedro’s mother’

The third person singular pronoun puhé in two examples in (5) is in the

nominative case, and mú and pú presumably are as well, but by the seventeenth

century, the nominative and genitive forms of singular pronouns were homo-

phonous (Guadalaxara 1683:3—4). Steffel’s works include only one example of a

possessive construction in which the possessor pronoun definitely is in the geni-

tive case: emú nonó ‘your (pl.) father’ (Steffel 1799:94). The fact that the kinship

term is unmarked in this construction suggests that the possessed marker ¤la

was used only when the possessor was denoted by a noun or a nominative case

pronoun, the pattern encountered in modern Ralámuli.

The phonological convergence of the nominative and genitive cases may

have contributed to the expanded use of the possessed marker ¤la documented

by Steffel. This convergence may also have motivated a modification of the

genitive forms of the personal pronouns that involved prefixing a stressed ké¤ to
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the antecedent genitive forms. The genitive case forms reported by Guadalaxara

(1683:3—4) and the modern forms reported by Brambila (1976) are presented in

table 6.

Because nothing resembling the modern genitive forms of these pronouns

is attested in the works of Guadalaxara or Steffel, these forms presumably

emerged after 1767. The third person genitive form képu is first documented

in 1826, in the translations of doctrinal materials prepared by Miguel Tellechea,

a Franciscan missionary who served between 1814 and 1830 in the missions

of Cerocahui, Guazapares, and Chínipas, all in the Western dialect area.18 

Table 6. Genitive Case Pronouns in Seventeenth-Century Tarahumara and

Modern Ralámuli

1683 MODERN

first person, singular né kéne

second person, singular mú kému

third person, singular pú képu

first person, plural tamú kétamu

second person, plural emú kétumu 

third person, plural pupú ~ pú képu

Tellechea (1826:149—55) included kípu as the third person singular and

plural possessor of four different kin terms, as seen in (6).19

(6)  kípu reteíma ‘his relatives’

kípu reteíma ‘their relatives’20

kípu kúýiwa ‘her children’

kípu upí ‘his wife’

kípu kuná¤la ‘her husband’

The possessed marker ¤la on kuná¤la in the last attestation in (6) probably is a

mistake. As seen in (7), this marker does not appear in any of the other attes-

tations of kinship terms with genitive case pronoun possessors that Tellechea

recorded.

(7)  ne rehimá ‘my brothers’

né inó ‘my son’

né malá ‘my daughter (%)’

né upí ‘my wife’

mú yeyé ‘thy mother’

mú nonó ‘thy father (%)’

mú upí ‘thy wife’

mú kuná ‘thy husband’

tamú yeyé ‘our mother’

tamú nonó ‘our father’
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Like Steffel, Tellechea (1826:77, 143—51) consistently used the possessed

marker ¤la in constructions in which the possessors were denoted by nouns, as

shown in (8).

(8)  Pabro malá¤la ‘Pablo’s daughter’

Antonio no¤lá ‘Antonio’s son’

Riósi no¤lá ‘God’s son’

Candelaria ki¤lá ‘Candelaria’s son’

María Ignacia ki¤lá ‘María Ignacia’s daughter’

rehóye nono¤lá ‘(this) man’s father’

tewé yeyé¤la ‘(that) girl’s mother’

The examples in (9), attested in Tellechea (1826:147—48, 152), suggest that

more than one Ralámuli dialect is represented in his translations.

(9)  né no¤lá ‘my son’

mú kuná¤la ‘thy husband’

mú mali¤lá ‘thy father (&)’

As seen in (7), Tellechea also included the constructions né inó ‘my son’ and mú

kuná ‘thy husband’ in his work. In modern Ralámuli, inó is the form for ‘son’

attested in the Western dialect while no¤ is used elsewhere (see appendix 3, set

8). Assuming that dialectal differences are reflected in these examples, then the

pronouns in (9) can be interpreted as being in the nominative rather than

genitive case.

The complete set of modified genitive pronouns emerged sometime between

1826 and 1903. It is first attested in the grammar of Tarahumara written by

Leonardo Gassó (1903:46—49), a Jesuit missionary based at the time in Siso-

guichi, where the Northern dialect of modern Ralámuli is spoken. Gassó’s 1903

forms are presented in table 7, along with those attested by Ferrero (1924:72—

73) and Brambila (1976).21

Table 7. Genitive Case Pronouns in Modern Ralámuli, 1903—76

1903 1924 1976

first person, singular kéne kéne kéne

second person, singular kému kému kému

third person, singular képu képu képu

first person, plural kérami kérami ~ kétami kétamu

second person, plural kéeme kéeme kétumu

third person, plural keabóopo keabóopo képu

 The principal change that occurred over the seven decades represented in

table 7 is the replacement of the second and third person plural forms. Why képu

would have replaced keabóopo is puzzling because it resulted in the loss of the

singular and plural distinction for the third person. The alternate forms for the
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first person plural form presumably reflect dialectal variation, which today is

much more extensive, attested as kétamu ~ kétami ~ kérami ~ kéta ~ kéti.

The creation of these new genitive case pronoun forms appears to have

taken place after the patterns of interaction that characterized the Proto-Tara-

humara speech community had been disrupted. The ke¤ forms are attested in all

modern Ralámuli dialects except the Western dialect, which has lost the geni-

tive case entirely (Burgess 1984:100). In possessive constructions with pronoun

possessors, nominative case pronouns are used, with the possessed marker ¤la

suffixed to the kinship term (see section 5.3). If, as appears likely, Tellechea’s

knowledge of Tarahumara was acquired from speakers of this dialect, the loss of

the genitive in Western Ralámuli would have occurred after 1826.

4.4. Alternative states of late Proto-Tarahumara kinship etyma.    In

sections 4.1 and 4.2, we presented the kinship etyma that we reconstruct for late

Proto-Tarahumara. Data from both modern and historical sources indicate that

these terms were inflected according to the contexts in which they were used. As

shown in table 8, seven grammatical contexts associated with four different

forms of each kinship term can be identified.

Table 8. Alternative Kinship Etyma Forms in Late Proto-Tarahumara

MARKER STATE EXAMPLE

*¤Ø vocative (address) *eýyé ‘mother’

*¤Ø possessed, genitive case possessor *kéni eýyé ‘my mother’

  (reference)

*¤li nonpossessed, nonspecific *eýyé¤li ‘a mother’

*¤la nonpossessed, specific *eýyé¤la ‘the mother’

*¤la possessed, noun possessor (reference) *María eýyé¤la ‘María’s mother’

*¤la possessed, nominative case possessor *nehé eýyé¤la ‘my mother’

  (reference)

*¤rúame stative *eýyerúame ‘(is) mother’

In our reconstruction of late Proto-Tarahumara, kinship terms are un-

marked when used as terms of address (vocative state) or in relational construc-

tions when the possessor is denoted by a pronoun in the genitive case. The non-

possessed, indefinite state is marked by the suffix *¤li, while the nonpossessed,

definite state is marked by the suffix *¤la. The same *¤la suffix marks the kin-

ship terms as possessed when the possessor is denoted by a noun or nominative

case pronoun. The stative form is created by adding *¤ruame to the stem.

This trisyllabic suffix combines *¤rú¤ ‘be’ and the participial *¤ame, which in

some modern dialects occurs as ¤game, a combination of the stative marker ¤ga¤

and the participial ¤ame (Burgess 1984:34—36). In modern Ralámuli, the stative

form often is used in combination with a copula (hú ~ ú or kame are present

tense copulas), as seen in the following example from Brambila (1976:43): Teresa

ko baýýirúame ranála kame ‘Teresa is [my] elder’s brother’s child’. However, it
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can be used in a wide variety of constructions, even as a more respectful term of

address, as attested in the following sentence from Tierra Blanca: Goýyá asá

mué¤ri¤go wai¤rú¤game (eat sit you-APPLICATIVE-IMPERATIVE younger.sister-be-

PARTICIPLE) or, in freer translation, ‘Have a seat and eat, younger sister’. In the

seventeenth century, Guadalaxara (1683:27v) reported the use of the stative

form in a possessive construction with a noun possessor: Pedro norugamek

‘Pedro’s son’.

The dual function of the ¤la suffix as a specifier and possessed marker

was noted by Guadalaxara (1683:23v) and is reported for modern Ralámuli and

Sierra Warihio (Brambila 1953:20—22; Burgess 1984:60—61, 91; Miller 1996:

250—59). The ¤li suffix also serves in both Ralámuli and Warihio as a nominal-

izer (deverbalizer) and is encountered as the final syllable of a wide variety of

nouns with no attested verb sources (Burgess 1984:48—49, 61; Miller 1996:

264—66; Félix Armendáriz 2007:26—27). This pattern suggests that Proto-Tara-

humara and Proto-Tarawarihio *¤li was comparable to the “absolutive” non-

possessed noun marker attested in a number of other Uto-Aztecan languages

(Langacker 1977:77—80; Dakin 1995), and that it has become lexicalized in a

number of nouns.22 Such lexicalization of *¤li likely occurred in the four Proto-

Tarahumaran etyma shown in (10) and would have predated the split of Proto-

Tarahumara and Proto-Warihio because all are reflexes of Proto-Tarawarihian

etyma (see tables 1 and 3).

(10)  *mali ‘father (&)’

*ukulí ‘mother’s elder brother’

*moýolí ‘son’s wife’

*ýinéli ‘younger brother’s wife’

4.5. Additional forms.    Four additional suffixes can be reconstructed for late

Proto-Tarahumara that have contributed to a proliferation of different forms for

kinship terms in the modern dialects (see section 5.6).

The first suffix is the verbalizer *¤e ‘have’, also attested in modern Sierra

Warihio. In Sierra Warihio, the suffix remains separate from the stem to which

it is attached, for example, ahkí¤e ‘to have a child’ (< ahkí ‘child’) and paýwí¤e ‘to

have water’ (< paýwí ‘water’) (Miller 1996:92—93, 255). In Proto-Tarahumara

and in most modern Ralámuli dialects, the suffix replaces the final vowel of the

stem (Guadalaxara 1683:15—16; Steffel 1799:20—21; Brambila 1953:201—204;

Burgess 1984:27—28).23 Ralámuli examples are presented in (11).

(11)  malá ‘daughter (%)’ ÷ malé ‘have a daughter (%)’

eyé ‘mother’ ÷ eyé ‘have a mother’

kocí ‘elder sister’ ÷ koýé ‘have an elder sister’

baýí ‘elder brother’ ÷ baýé ‘have an elder brother’

soló ‘father’s elder sister’ ÷ solé ‘have a father’s elder sister’

kumú ‘father’s elder brother’ ÷ *kumé ‘have a father’s elder brother’
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The second suffix considered here is *¤wa, a reflex of the Proto—Uto-Aztecan

possessed noun marker **¤wa (Langacker 1977:88—89; Dakin 1991; Alvarez

Gonzalez and Muchembled 2013:15—21; cf. Shaul 1990:565—67 and Dedrick and

Casad 1999:166—67). In Warihio, the suffix is productive in the formation of

possessives, although the Sierra and River dialects differ in the details of its use

(Miller 1996:250—59; Félix Armendáriz 2007:15—20). In Tarahumara, the suffix

had ceased to be productive by 1683, but it apparently was lexicalized in the pos-

sessed forms of some words. The possessive constructions of ‘maize’ presented in

(12) were recorded by Guadalaxara (1683:2, 4), who presented the nonpossessed

form for ‘maize’ as šunú¤k.

(12)  ne šunúwa ‘my maize’

Juan šunúwa¤la ‘Juan’s maize’

pú šunúwa¤la ‘his maize’

šunúwe¤ke ‘to have maize’

The first three forms in (12) show the ¤wa suffix on the constructions with first

and third person possessors, but the possessed marker ¤la is used only with

third person possessors. The fourth form reveals that the ¤wa suffix had become

part of the stem: the suffix ¤e ‘have’ replaces the final vowel ¤a of ¤wa, not the

final ¤u of šunú. A lexicalized ¤wa suffix is attested in a number of the kinship

terms of modern Ralámuli, especially in the Interior dialect (see (18) and (19) in

section 5.4). It also has become a productive suffix again, used to derive new

Ralámuli kinship terms from Spanish kinship terms (see section 5.5).

The third suffix, *¤ýi, reflects Proto—Uto-Aztecan **¤ci, identified as a dimin-

utive marker  (Langacker 1977:58—59; Manaster Ramer 1992:254—56). In late

Proto-Tarahumara, *¤ýi apparently was an affective suffix used primarily with

kinship terms. It is attested in at least one modern Ralámuli dialect in the

reflexes of *aýká ‘father’s mother’, *ukulí ‘mother’s elder brother’, *raýte

‘mother’s younger brother’, *solo ‘father’s elder sister’, and *bapoi ‘father’s

younger sister’ or the reciprocals of these reflexes (for examples, see table 10 in

section 5.1 and tables 22 and 23 in section 5.6). It is not used with the reflexes of

etyma that have ¤ýi as the final syllable of their stems (*oýí ‘father’s father’,

*yeýýi ‘mother’s younger sister’, *teýi ‘father’s younger brother’), but its absence

in reflexes of *uýsú ‘mother’s mother’ and *nesa ‘mother’s elder sister’ is

unexplained.24

We assume that *¤ci was a productive suffix in Proto-Tarawarihio, but one

aspect of its history is particularly puzzling. Neither Guadalaxara nor Steffel

reports its existence, although both document and discuss a number of other

suffixes. Perhaps ¤ýi became unproductive in early Proto-Tarahumara and then

was reintroduced as a productive suffix after 1767. If so, a possible source is

Nahuatl. In Classical Nahuatl, the suffix ¤cin and its allomorph ¤cintli denoted

veneration or endearment (Sullivan 1998:37—40). These emotions are associated
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in modern Ralámuli society especially with the relationships between grand-

parents and grandchildren and between parent’s siblings and siblings’ child-

ren.25 In the terminological domain of kinship, the ¤ýi suffix is used exclusively

with terms that label these relationships.26

The borrowing of this suffix from Nahuatl is feasible because Nahuatl

speakers participated in the Spanish colonization of northern New Spain from

the earliest years of the colonial period (West 1949:49—52; Griffen 1969:134;

Cramaussel 1998:24), and Tarahumaras undoubtedly were familiar with the

language. Along with Tarahumara and Tepehuan, Nahuatl was reported in 1662

to be one of the languages spoken in all five of the Tarahumara missions that

existed at that time (Alegre 1959:358). In addition, many of the Jesuit mission-

aries, including Guadalaxara, were fluent in Nahuatl because of the Catholic

Church’s decision to use the language as a lingua franca in their conversion

efforts among Indigenous people (Schwaller 2012). In April of 1675, a few days

after arriving in the Tarahumara missions, Guadalaxara gave his first sermon

to Tarahumara converts in Nahuatl “because some of them understood it,” and

the following month he held a conversation in Nahuatl with a Tarahumara man

who lived in Sisoguichi, located at the time beyond the Spanish colonial frontier

(Tardá and Guadalaxara 1678:361, 382v).

The final suffix to be considered in this section is *¤ru ‘deceased relative’.

Miller (1996:271) characterized ¤ru in Sierra Warihio as a nonproductive suffix

used only on kinship terms to refer to dead relatives, as seen in (13).

(13)  kumú¤ru ‘father’s deceased elder brother’

noýó malá¤ru ‘my deceased daughter (%)’

This suffix is not attested in our primary Ralámuli data set, but it is documented

by Gassó (1903:20), who reported that it was attached to kinship terms to refer

to the cadavers of dead relatives. He provided the two examples in (14).

(14)  kéne malí¤ru ‘my father’s cadaver (&)’ 

kéne onó¤ru ‘my father’s cadaver (%)’

These attestations support the reconstruction of Proto-Tarawarihio *¤ru, which

likely reflects Proto—Uto-Aztecan **¤tu, as suggested by the parallel use of the

suffix ¤tuýa ~ ¤lÒuýa documented for Cahuilla, a Northern Uto-Aztecan lan-

guage of the Takic subfamily (Seiler and Hioki 1979:102, 154, 172, 198, 233; cf.

Langacker 1977:60), as shown in (15).

(15)  ¤qís¤tuýa ‘deceased elder sister’

¤wáxalÒ¤tuýa ‘deceased younger sister’

¤tás¤tuýa ‘deceased maternal uncle’

¤máti¤lÒuýa ‘deceased niece’

¤píni¤lÒuýa ‘deceased younger sibling’
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5. Modern Ralámuli kinship terminological systems.    The kinship termi-

nological systems of ten modern Ralámuli communities have been recorded in

sufficient detail to establish that no two systems are identical (see appendix 2

for information on these communities). Diversity among the systems is encoun-

tered for almost every feature, ranging from minor phonological variations to

significant structural differences. In this section, we illustrate the kinds of vari-

ations that are attested by focusing on the components of the systems where the

diversification has been the most extensive. Additional documentation of this

modern diversity is found in appendix 3.

5.1. Parents’ siblings, parents’ siblings’ spouses, and siblings’

children.    Our reconstruction of late Proto-Tarahumaran terminology for par-

ents’ siblings is presented in table 9.

Table 9. Late Proto-Tarahumaran Terminology for Parents’ Siblings

MATERNAL PATERNAL

*nesa ‘mother’s elder sister’ *solo ‘father’s elder sister’

*eýýi ‘mother’s younger sister’ *bapoi ‘father’s younger sister’

*ukulí ‘mother’s elder brother’ *kumu ‘father’s elder brother’

*raýte ‘mother’s younger brother’ *riýi ‘father’s younger brother’

Reflexes of all eight etyma are attested in only four communities, in three dialect

areas: Central (Guachochic), Interior (Samachique), and Western (Mesa de

Arturo, Tierra Blanca) (see appendix 3, sets 12, 13, 23, 28, 33, 37, 38, 46). In

other communities, from the Interior (Rejogochi), Northern, and Southern dia-

lect areas, reflexes of the etyma for mother’s sisters, *nesa ‘mother’s elder

sister’ and*eýýi ‘mother’s younger sister’, have been lost. Their referents have

shifted to the reflexes of *solo ‘father’s elder sister’ and *bapoi ‘father’s younger

sister’, creating the more generic referents of ‘parent’s elder sister’ and ‘par-

ent’s younger sister’.

The most radical change in parents’ sibling terminology occurred in the

Aboreachi community (Central dialect), where reflexes of only two of the eight

etyma are attested, *ukulí ‘mother’s elder brother’ and *raýte ‘mother’s young-

er brother’. Kennedy (1970b:178—80) reported that these terms were used inter-

changeably to label ‘parent’s brother’, losing both the maternal-paternal and

elder-younger distinctions of their original referents, and he further indicated

that the terms for ‘father’ and ‘mother’ were the primary terms of reference and

address used for all parents’s siblings, including ‘parent’s brother’. These

changes reduced the number of Aboreachi terms of reference for the first ascend-

ant generation from ten to four, transforming the highly descriptive Proto-Tara-

humaran terminology for this generation into a more classificatory system.

Table 10 presents the terms for four categories of parent’s sibling attested in

the nine communities for which our data are complete. All five modern dialect

areas are represented. These reflexes provide a good sample of the phonological
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and morphological differences that have emerged during the diversification of

late Proto-Tarahumara (Ramos Chaparro, et al. 1997:2—3; Valiñas Coalla 2001:

122). The reflexes of *ukulí ‘mother’s elder brother’ document the loss of word-

initial vowels in the Central, Northern, and Southern dialects. The shift of

initial *k¤ to g¤ that is typical of the Western dialect is attested in gumulá, the

Western reflex of *kumú ‘father’s elder brother’.27 The rightward shift in stress

on nonidentical vowel sequences, also associated with the Western dialect, is

attested in its reflex of *bapoi ‘father’s younger sister’. This last set documents

the loss in the Central and Interior dialects of the final vowel in such sequences

and the widespread loss of certain antecedent word-initial consonants–in this

case, probably involving first the shift of initial *b¤ to w¤ and then the loss of w¤

(see appendix 3, set 28).

Table 10. Some Modern Ralámuli Terms for Parents’ Siblings

COMMUNITY DIALECT *ukulí *kumu *bapoi *riýi

‘MeB’ ‘FeB’ ‘FyZ’ ‘FyB’

Aboreachi Central (C-A) kulíýi kumúýi – –

Guachochi Central (C-P) kulíýi kumúýali apó riýí

Rejogochi Interior (I-R) ukulíýi kumúýale bapó riýí

Samachique Interior (I-SH) ukulíýi kumúýi apó riýí

Huichabóachi Northern (N-H) kulíýi kumíýi apói riýuí

Norogachi Northern (N-N) kulíýi kumíýi apó riýýí

Balleza Southern (S-B) kulíýi kumúýi apói riýuí

Mesa de Arturo Western (W-M) ukú gumalá apuí riýilá

Tierra Blanca Western (W-T) ukú gumalá apuí riýilá

In Balleza (Southern dialect) and Huichabóachi (Northern dialect) Ralá-

muli, final vowel sequences are treated differently in their reflexes of *bapoi

‘father’s younger sister’ and *riýi ‘father’s younger brother’: stress falls on the

penultimate vowel in apói and on the final vowel in riýuí. The ¤uí sequence riýuí

suggests the former presence of a *¤w¤. The presence of a w¤ in an antecedent

form might also account for the shift of *¤o¤ to ¤u¤ in the Western reflexes of

*bapoi.

The principal morphological difference among the terms in table 10 is the

presence of the suffix ¤ýi in all reflexes of the etyma for ‘mother’s elder brother’

and ‘father’s elder brother’ except those of the Western dialect (see sections 4.5

and 5.6).28 The Guachochi and Rejogochi reflexes of *kumu retain the non-

possessed marker ¤li (see section 4.4) and show modification of the unstressed

vowel(s) in the reflexes of *¤ýi¤li. Harmonization of the second vowel has

occurred in the Northern and Western reflexes of this etymon.

As noted in section 2.1, the terms for siblings’ children in the Rejogochi

subdialect of Interior Ralámuli are constructed by suffixing the reflex of *¤mali

to the terms for parents’ siblings (see table 2). In the other dialects, the parents’

siblings and siblings’ children terms are self-reciprocal with two exceptions,
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documented in 1995 (Burgess 1995:4, 10). The Northern dialect and the Sama-

chique subdialect of Interior Ralámuli attest solóýuwa ‘husband’s younger

brother’s child’ as the reciprocal of soló ‘father’s elder brother’s wife’. The

Samachique subdialect also attests ratéýuwa ‘elder sister’s child (%)’ as the

reciprocal of raté ‘mother’s younger brother’.

In section 4.1, we proposed that the late Proto-Tarahumaran terminology for

parents’ siblings’ spouses was the same as that for parents’ siblings, with the in-

marrying affines on the maternal and paternal sides labeled with the terms for

mother’s siblings and father’s siblings, respectively. That schema is not attested

in any modern Ralámuli dialect, but no shared alternative schema is attested

either.

The Northern and Southern (Balleza) dialects come closest to our recon-

struction. They vary from the predicted only because they have lost reflexes of

*nesa ‘mother’s elder sister’ and *eýýi ‘mother’s younger sister’, which in our

model label ‘mother’s elder brother’s wife’ and ‘mother’s younger brother’s

wife’. They use instead reflexes of *solo and *bapoi, the semantic scope of which

was expanded to ‘parent’s elder brother’s wife’ and ‘parent’s younger brother’s

wife’.

The reflexes of *solo and *bapoi also replaced the reflexes of *nesa and*eýýí

in the Rejogochi subdialect of Interior Ralámuli. In our model, the husband of

a woman labeled *solo ‘father’s elder sister’ is called *kumu ‘father’s elder

brother’ and the husband of a women labeled *bapoi ‘father’s younger sister’ is

called *riýi ‘father’s younger brother’. In the Rejogochi subdialect, this paternal-

side terminology was extended to the maternal side so that the reflexes of

*kumu and *riýi came to label ‘parent’s older sister’s husband’ and ‘parent’s

younger sister’s husband’, respectively. As seen in table 11, the opposite ap-

proach was taken in the Northern (Huichabóachi) and Southern (Balleza) dia-

lects. Despite replacing the original terms for mother’s sisters with those for

father’s sisters, in these dialects the spouses of mother’s sisters are labeled with

the terms for mother’s brothers, the reflexes of *ukulí and *raýte.

Table 11. Alternative Approaches to Labeling Parents’ Sisters’ Husbands

PT ETYMA NORTHERN (N-H) AND SOUTHERN (S-B) REJOGOCHI

*kumu ‘FeB’ ‘father’s elder brother’ ‘father’s elder brother’

‘father’s elder sister’s husband’ ‘father’s elder sister’s husband’

‘mother’s elder sister’s husband’

*riýi ‘FyB’ ‘father’s younger brother’ ‘father’s younger brother’

‘father’s younger sister’s husband’ ‘father’s younger sister’s

  husband’

‘mother’s younger sister’s

  husband’

*ukulí ‘MeB’ ‘mother’s elder brother’ ‘mother’s elder brother’

‘mother’s elder sister’s husband’

*raýte ‘MyB’ ‘mother’s younger brother’ ‘mother’s younger brother’

‘mother’s younger sister’s husband’
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The most radical semantic shifts in the terminology for parents’ siblings’

spouses occurred in Western Ralámuli. Even though this dialect is the only one

in our data set that maintains reflexes of all eight of the Proto-Tarahumaran

etyma for parents’ siblings, only four are used for parents’ siblings’ spouses and

the distinction between maternal and paternal lines is blurred. As the Proto-

Tarahumaran etyma and referents in table 12 indicate, speakers of the Western

dialect consolidated the terminology for parent’s sibling’s spouses by expanding

the semantic scope of three paternal side terms and one maternal side term.

Table 12. Western Ralámuli Terms for Parents’ Sibling’ Spouses

PROTO-TARAHUMARA WESTERN RALÁMULI

*kumu ‘father’s elder sister’s husband’ gumalá ‘parent’s elder sister’s husband’

*riýí ‘father’s younger sister’s husband’ riýilá ‘parent’s younger sister’s husband’

*solo ‘father’s elder brother’s wife’ soló ‘parent’s elder brother’s wife’

*eýýi ‘mother’s younger brother’s wife’ iýýilá ‘parent’s younger brother’s wife’

5.2. Siblings-in-law.    The siblings-in-law component of the Ralámuli kinship

terminological system has undergone substantial revision during the diversi-

fication of the modern Ralámuli dialects. Although this component is not docu-

mented for most modern Ralámuli communities, the available evidence supports

the reconstruction for late Proto-Tarahumara of the four terms for siblings’

spouses seen in (16).

(16)  *ýiýé ‘elder sister’s husband’

*repó ‘elder brother’s wife’

*wáka ‘younger sister’s husband’

*ýinéli ‘younger brother’s wife’

As we noted in section 2.2, the terms for spouse’s siblings that would have

served as the reciprocals for these etyma in Proto-Tarahumara cannot be recon-

structed with confidence because of the variation in the terminology for these

categories of affines. Our data, from only four communities representing three

dialect areas, are presented in tables 13 and 14. To facilitate comparison, in-

stead of the terms attested in each community for spouse’s siblings, we include

the Proto-Tarahumara etyma of which these terms are reflexes. The attested

terms are in appendix 3, sets 2, 4, 14, 19, 40, 42.

Table 13. Some Modern Ralámuli Terms for Wife’s Siblings

COMMUNITY DIALECT WeZ WeB WyZ WyB

Aboreachi Central (C-A) *upí *ýiýé and *upí *ýiýé and

  *muýímali   *muýímali

Guachochi Central (C-P) *muýímali *muýímali *muýímali *muýímali

Rejogochi Interior (I-R) *upí *wáka *muýímali *muýímali

  and *upí

Tierra Blanca Western (W-T) *muýímali *muýímali *muýímali *muýímali
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Table 14. Some Modern Ralámuli Terms for Husband’s Siblings

COMMUNITY DIALECT HeZ HeB HyZ HyB

Aboreachi Central (C-A) *repó *kuná *repó *kuná

Guachochi Central (C-P) *muýímali *muýímali *muýímali *muýímali

Rejogochi Interior (I-R) *kuná *kuná *kuná *kuná

Tierra Blanca Western (W-T) *muýímali *muýímali *repó *repó 

In our data set, only the Tierra Blanca subdialect of Western Ralámuli has

preserved reflexes of all four sibling’s spouses etyma, but only one of these, the

reflex of *repó ‘elder brother’s wife’, is used to label a category of spouse’s

siblings, in this case ‘husband’s younger sibling’. For all other categories of

spouse’s siblings, the term muýímali is used.

Reflexes of three of the four Proto-Tarahumara etyma for sibling’s spouses

are attested in the Rejogochi subdialect of Interior Ralámuli. The reflex of

*ýinéli ‘younger brother’s wife’ has been replaced by the reflex of *upí ‘wife’,

which is used by both female and male speakers to denote this category of affine.

The reflex of *upi also is used by male speakers for their wives’ sisters, while

the reflex of *kuna ‘husband’ is used by female speakers for their husbands’

brothers. The only sibling’s spouse term used in Rejogochi Ralámuli for a cate-

gory of spouse’s siblings is the reflex of *wáka, which is a self-reciprocal used

exclusively by males for ‘younger sister’s husband’ and ‘wife’s elder brother’.

The reflex of *muýímali also is used only by males to label ‘wife’s younger sib-

lings’, the likely original referent of this etymon (see section 3.1).

The sibling-in-law terminology documented for the Central dialect commun-

ity of Aboreachi is quite distinct. Male speakers use the term for ‘wife’ for their

brothers’ wives and wives’ sisters, while female speakers use the term for ‘hus-

band’ for their sisters’ husbands and husbands’ brothers. The reflex of *repó

‘elder brother’s wife’, attested as the alternate forms ripóli and ripómala, is

used only by female speakers for their brothers’ wives, their husbands’ sisters,

and their husbands’ brothers’ wives. The reflex of *ýiýé ‘elder sister’s husband’,

is used only by males to designate their sisters’ husbands, their wives’ brothers,

and their wives’ sisters’ husbands. The reciprocal is muýímali. Kennedy (1970b:

182) noted that ýiéli and muýímali sometimes were self-reciprocal, but more

commonly the older affine was designated by ýiéli and the younger by muýímali.

The Aboreachi kinship lexicon includes one affinal term, nikwikwa, that

appears to be an innovation. It is a self-reciprocal used by male speakers for

their wives’ brothers’ wives and by female speakers for their husbands’ sisters’

husbands, whom they also call ‘husband’ (Kennedy 1970b:182, 1978:161). This

relationship is not labeled elsewhere in modern Ralámuli kinship terminologies,

and cognates of nikwikwa are not attested in any other dialect. The term is

puzzling because it defies etymological analysis, and words with a medial ¤kw¤

cluster or a medial labiovelar ¤kÑ¤ are rare in modern Ralámuli.
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Another apparent Aboreachi affinal innovation is salú, undoubtedly linked

to *sali ‘spouse’s grandparent and grandchild’s spouse’. Kennedy (1978:160—61)

indicated that both male and female speakers used both salí and salú for this

relationship but in different ways. Female speakers used salí for their hus-

bands’ grandparents and male speakers used salú for their wives’ grandparents.

With respect to their grandchildren’s spouses, female speakers used salú for

their granddaughters’ husbands and salí for their grandsons’ wives. For male

speakers, salí and salú were alternate forms for ‘grandchild’s spouse’.

Passin (1943) documented yet another variation on the Ralámuli sibling-

in-law terminology, based on his research in the Central dialect community of

Guachochi. He reported (1943:372, 382—83) that only two terms were used for

siblings’ spouses, ýeýé (the reflex of *ýiýé ‘elder sister’s husband’) for ‘elder

sibling’s spouse’ and wá (the reflex of *wáka ‘younger sister’s husband’) for

‘younger sibling’s spouse’. The reciprocal for both was muýímali, which also

served as a generic label for all sibling’s spouses, spouse’s siblings, and spouse’s

siblings’ spouses.

5.3. Stress placement.    Both modern Ralámuli and Warihio have moveable

stress, in which different morphological configurations can cause primary stress

to shift among stem syllables, from the stem to a suffix, or from one suffix to

another, within a fixed three-syllable (from the left) stress window. The place-

ment of stress on any particular word depends upon whether the stem or suf-

fixes are inherently stressed and, in the case of suffixes with inherent stress,

whether the stress is strong or weak (Caballero 2011b; Miller 1996:48—51, 59;

Félix Armendáriz 2007:11—13).

Excluding the stress shift on word-final nonidentical vowel sequences men-

tioned in section 5.1, most modern Ralámuli dialects show identical patterns of

stress placement in their reflexes of Proto-Tarahumaran kinship etyma. The

only significant deviation from the shared pattern is found in the Western dia-

lect, attested in data from Tierra Blanca.

The majority of Tierra Blanca kinship terms show stress on the stem in the

possessed reference forms, which differ from the address forms only in that the

possessed marker ¤la is not used with the address forms. These address forms

usually correspond to the forms used in other dialects with genitive case pro-

noun possessors. In the case of the reflex of *oýno ‘father’, however, stress

placement in the Tierra Blanca term varies in the reference form between the

stem and the suffix. In addition, the possessed marker has become lexicalized as

part of the stem of ten terms, and the address and reference forms of these terms

differ according to two patterns.

The aberrant Tierra Blanca kinship terms are presented in tables 15 and 16.

The reference forms attested for these forms in Rejogochi and Brambila (1976)

are included for comparison. The reference forms of three of the terms in table

15 are attested only in the Tierra Blanca subdialect.
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In the first pattern, shown in table 15, stress falls on the frozen possessed

marker in both the address and reference forms, but a productive possessed

marker ¤la is added to the reference form. In the second pattern, shown in table

16 along with the reflexes of *onó, stress falls on the frozen suffix of the address

form and on the antecedent stem of the reference form.

The cognates for these terms from Rejogochi and Brambila’s dictionary all

show stress on the possessive marker ¤la, indicating that the stems of these

terms lack inherent stress. Given that stress falls on the stems of all Tierra

Blanca terms except the alternate form ono¤lá, the Western dialect appears to

be at the end of a general shift, in nouns at least, from the moveable stress pat-

tern reconstructible for Proto-Tarawarihio to one in which stress is fixed on the

stem.

Table 15. Tierra Blanca Aberrant Forms, First Pattern

REFERENT        TIERRA BLANCA REJOGOCHI BRAMBILA

ADDRESS REFERENCE REFERENCE REFERENCE

‘father’s younger brother’ riýilá riýilá¤la riýi¤lá riýýi¤lá

‘son (%)’ inolá inolá¤la no¤lá no¤lá

‘mother’s elder sister’ neselá neselá¤la – –

‘mother’ younger sister’ iýýilá iýýilá¤la – –

‘father’s elder brother’ gumalá gumalá¤la – –

NOTE: – = not attested.

Table 16. Tierra Blanca Aberrant Forms, Second Pattern

REFERENT       TIERRA BLANCA REJOGOCHI BRAMBILA

ADDRESS REFERENCE REFERENCE REFERENCE

‘mother’s younger brother’ aýtalá aýtéla rati¤lá raýte¤lá

‘elder sister’ goýýilá goýýíla koýi¤lá koýýi¤lá

‘younger sister’ binilá biníla bini¤lá bini¤lá

‘elder brother’ baýýilá baýýíla baýi¤lá baýýi¤lá

‘younger brother’ bonilá boníla boni¤lá boni¤lá

‘father (%)’ oýnó oýnó¤la ~ ono¤lá ono¤lá ono¤lá

5.4. Morphophonological diversification.    The modern Ralámuli dialects

vary in the degree to which they have simplified their reflexes of late Proto-

Tarahumaran kinship terms. The reflexes of the plural form of the early Proto-

Tarahumaran etymon *tehimá ‘consanguineal relative’ provide an excellent ex-

ample of this diversity. The plural, created through reduplication of the initial

syllable, can be reconstructed as early Proto-Tarahumaran *teýtehíma, which

shifted to late Proto-Tarahumaran *reýtehíma. An alternate form, probably pre-

dating Proto-Tarawarihio, had the suffix ¤wa attached to the stem (see section

4.5). The attested reflexes of *reýtehíma(¤wa) are shown in (17).
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(17)  PT *reýtéhima(¤wa)

I-SH ritémawa¤la

I-SB ritémo¤la

N-N retéma¤la

W-T eýtémo¤la

C-P itémo¤la

C-G téma¤la

N-H teáma¤la

S-B teáma¤la

S-T teéma¤la

The cognates in (17) indicate that a variety of phonological and morphol-

ogical changes have taken place for the most part independently in the different

dialects. The ¤wa suffix is attested only in the Samachique (I-SH) form, but the

stem-final ¤o in the Samachique (I-SB), Tierra Blanca (W-T), and Guachochi (C-

P) reflexes likely indicates its earlier presence. The glottal stop is preserved only

in the Tierra Blanca (W-T) cognate, which also retains the original *e of the first

syllable, but it and the Guachochi (C-P) cognate lost the initial *r¤, and the

entire initial syllable was lost in the last four cognates. The two cognates from

Guachochi (C-P, C-G) document continued syllable reduction and vowel harmo-

nization between 1940 (C-P) and 1995 (C-G). The first syllable of C-P itémo¤la

has been lost in C-G téma¤la, and the final stem vowel has assimilated to the ¤a

of the suffix.

None of the cognates have a medial ¤h¤. A shift in stress to the second syl-

lable may have occurred in some dialects as the result of the reduplication,

which would have left the syllable ¤hi¤ unstressed and subject to loss. However,

the Northern (N-H) and Southern (S-B, S-T) cognates show a different stressed

vowel in the same position as the original *¤í¤, presumably indicating that no

stress shift occurred in these dialects.

Such a degree of diversity is not found in the reflexes of all Proto-Tarahu-

maran kinship etyma. In fact, almost no variation occurs in the reflexes of the

singular *rehimá ‘consanguineal relative’ (see appendix 3, set 39), and very

little variation is attested in most of the other, nonpolysyllabic kinship terms.

The Western and Southern dialects are the most inclined toward segment

and syllable reduction. In the case of the Western dialect, this tendency may

date back to the beginning of the diversification of late Proto-Tarahumara. The

Western dialect is spoken in the same area as Guazapares was in the seven-

teenth century. Guadalaxara (1683:x, xii), who identified Guazapares as a dia-

lect of Tarahumara, noted that it differed from Tarahumara primarily by the

failure of its speakers to “pronounce” certain final suffixes, raising the possibili-

ty that these suffixes had been dropped. A comparably ancient account of the

Southern dialect is not available, but some of its speakers regard the shorter

forms of their words as one of the main features distinguishing their dialect from

others (Valiñas Coalla 2001:117). 
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The Interior dialect appears to be the most conservative with regard to

preserving antecedent forms. Such preservation is especially evident in the

number of kinship terms in which the ¤wa suffix is attested, best documented for

the Samachique subdialect of Interior Ralámuli. A sample of the attestations in

Hilton’s (1993) vocabulary of Samachique Ralámuli is presented in (18).

(18)  usú¤wa¤la ‘mother’s mother’

apalóýa¤wa¤la ‘mother’s father’

oýíka¤wa¤la ‘father’s father’

wasamóýawa¤la ‘mother’s elder sister’

soló¤ýa¤wa¤la ‘father’s elder sister’

ritémawa¤la ‘brothers’

ýwénawa¤la ‘parents’

muýíma¤wa¤la ‘spouse’s younger siblings’

Additional forms are attested in the Rejogochi subdialect of Interior Ralámuli;

these are seen in (19).

(19)  kumúýuwa ‘father’s elder brother, younger brother’s child (%)’

ukuríýewa ‘mother’s elder brother, younger sister’s child (%)’

kúýuwa ‘child’

The term kúýuwa is the reflex of late Proto-Tarahumaran *kúýi¤wa, which is the

only Proto-Tarahumaran etymon for which the ¤wa suffix can be reconstructed

that has reflexes in all modern dialects (see appendix 3, set 11). In the Tierra

Blanca subdialect of Western Ralámuli, however, the reflex is ýkúýi¤la, and no

Tierra Blanca cognates of the words in (18) and (19) show the ¤wa suffix. In fact,

some speakers of this subdialect consider the ¤wa suffix to be characteristic of

the kinship terms from the other dialects, which they do not use except some-

times in humor.

5.5. Lexical innovations.    A comparison of modern Ralámuli kinship ter-

minological systems indicates a general trend toward lexical loss, but a few lexi-

cal innovations are attested in addition to those already mentioned in previous

sections.

Among the more intriguing of these is the development in the Western dia-

lect of a set of four terms for the opposite-sex siblings of grandparents, created

by modifying the grandmother terms with the adjective owíla ‘male’ and the

grandfather terms with the adjective mukíla ‘female’. Because the initial seg-

ment of owíla ‘male’ is a vowel, it tends to be lost and the remaining segments

joined to the grandmother terms to form the compounds uýsuwíla ‘mother’s

mother’s brother’ and aýkawíla ‘father’s mother’s brother’. Prior to the creation

of these special terms, grandparents’ cross-sex siblings presumably were labeled

with terms for opposite-sex grandparent for the side, maternal or paternal, to

which they belonged, as shown in table 17.
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Table 17. Tierra Blanca Terminology for Grandparents’ Opposite-Sex Siblings

GRANDPARENT GRANDPARENT’S OPPOSITE-SEX SIBLING EXPECTED PRIOR TERM

uýsú uýsú owíla ~ uýsuwíla apalóýi 

‘mother’s mother’ ‘mother’s mother’s brother’ ‘mother’s father’

apalóýi apalóýi mukíla uýsú

‘mother’s father’ ‘mother’s father’s sister’ ‘mother’s mother’

aýká aýká owíla ~ aýkawíla oýí

‘father’s mother’ ‘father’s mother’s brother’ ‘father’s father’

oýí oýí mukíla aýká

‘father’s father’ ‘father’s father’s sister ‘father’s mother’

There is no apparent motivation for this innovation, which is not encoun-

tered in any other Ralámuli dialects. Because the new terms created a cross-

parallel distinction, a link to marriage prescriptions might be suspected, but

there is no evidence that such prescriptions ever existed, and none of the modi-

fied terms is used to label the grandparents’ siblings’ spouses. The spouses of

both opposite- and same-sex siblings of grandparents are labeled with the same

terms as grandparents, as seen in table 18.

Table 18. Tierra Blanca Terminology for Grandparents’ Siblings’s Spouses

           MATERNAL           PATERNAL

CROSS-SEX SAME-SEX CROSS-SEX SAME-SEX CROSS-SEX SAME-SEX CROSS-SEX SAME-SEX

MMBW MFBW MFZH MMZH FMBW FFBW FFZH FMZH

MM MM MF MF FM FM FF FF

uýsú uýsú apalóýi apalóýi aýká aýká oýí oýí

Some innovations also occurred in all the dialects in their terminology for

relatives separated by four or more generations. As seen in table 19, terms for

these more distant relatives are attested in all dialects but the Southern. 

Table 19. Modern Ralámuli Kinship Terms for More Distant Relationships

CODE ±3 ±4 ±5 ±6

Guachochi C-G umúli binísuli – –

Samachique I-S umúli píýile ságale ságale

Samachique I-SB umúli ýokóboa ranígowa –

Rejogochi I-R umúli píýile iyóýale ~ iýóýale –

Huichabóachi N-H umúli asagóli apíýuli –

Mesa de Arturo W-M umúli wególi gíyóýi biýýé

Tierra Blanca W-T umúli ególi geyóýi biýýé

Balleza S-B umúli – – –

Turuachi S-T múli – – –

NOTE: – = not attested.
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In contrast to the consistency seen in the reflexes of *umúli ‘great-grand-

parent, great-grandchild’, there is no cross-dialect sharing of terms for the

generations beyond. There are, however, three sets of terms, shown in (20)—(22),

that probably derive from the same antecedent forms.

(20)  asagóli ‘fourth ascendant and descendant generation relative’ = Northern (N-H)

ególi ‘fourth ascendant and descendant generation relative’ = Western (W-T)

ságale ‘fifth and sixth ascendant and descendant generations relative’ = Interior

  (I-S)

(21) apíýuli ‘fifth ascendant and descendant generation relative’ = Northern (N-H)

píýile ‘fourth ascendant and descendant generation relative’ = Interior (I-S, I-R)

(22) geyóýi ‘fifth ascendant and descendant generation relative’ = Western (W-T) 

gíyóýi ‘fifth ascendant and descendant generation relative’ = Western (W-M) 

iyóýale ~ iýóýale ‘fifth ascendant and descendant generation relative’ = Interior 

  (I-R)

The element ¤goli ~ ¤gale in (20) possibly is cognate with Classical Nahuatl

¤kool¤ ‘grandfather, ancestor’ (Karttunen 1992:40; cf. Gardner 1982:95—96). The

terms in (21) probably are related to a Tepiman word for great-grandparents,

attested in eighteenth-century Northern Tepehuan as ávippizareñ and in modern

Tohono O’odham as wii~ad (Rinaldini 1994:46; Hill and Zepeda 1998:15). With

regard to the words in (22), geyóýi in Tierra Blanca Ralámuli is both a kinship

term and the word for ‘fox’, but homophones probably are involved. In Rejogochi

Ralámuli, kióýi ‘fox’ contrasts with iyóýale ~ iýóýale ‘fifth ascendant and de-

scendant generation relative’. Nonetheless, some sort of metaphorical thinking,

now forgotten by modern-day speakers, may have been involved in the selection

of the terms for distant relationships. In Rejogochi and Samachique, píýile is

both a kinship term and the name for a kind of skunk. In Tierra Blanca, biýýé is

both a kinship term and the name for a kind of wasp, and ególi means ‘outer

bark of a tree’, as well as ‘fourth ascendant and descendant generation relative’.

In Huichabóachi, sagóli is the name of a plant while asagóli is ‘fourth ascendant

and descendant generation relative’.

The terms recorded in Samachique in the early 1930s for these categories of

distant relationships are interesting in this regard because they appear to indi-

cate that a body metaphor was used to select these terms. The body part terms

that may be related to the kinship terms are shown in (23) as they are attested

in Hilton’s dictionary (1993:26, 64, 81).

(23)  umí ‘waist’

ýokóba ‘knee’

ranícuri ‘heel’

The descent in the location of the body parts from waist to foot parallels the

descent (and ascent) in generations in the kinship terms: umúli ‘±3 generation
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relatives’, ýokóboa ‘±4 generation relatives’, and ranígowa ‘±5 generation rela-

tives’. The last two terms are derived from the body part terms by the addition of

the ¤wa suffix discussed in section 4.5 and below. The term ranígowa apparently

ceased to be used in Samachique, and the referent of ýokóboa appears to have

shifted to ‘stepchild’. Hilton (1993:26, 164) recorded ýokóbawa as the term in

Samachique for ‘stepchild’ and ýokóbala as the term for ‘stepmother’ (see appen-

dix 3, set 6).

Brambila (1976:375, 377) reports that née¤ ~ néere¤ conveys the meaning

‘to be related to, to be a relative of’. This verb is not attested in our primary

data set, and it may be an innovation restricted to the Northern dialect area.

Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo (2012) documented a related form, néra, in the

community of Norogachi (N-N). They (2012:72) report that néra is inserted

between the possessor pronoun and a kinship term to indicate that someone is a

relative; for example, Antonio nehé néra (plus a kinship term) is one way of

saying ‘Antonio is my (whatever relationship the kin term designates)’. They

note that this construction is used when an indication of the closeness of the

relationship or an expression of affection is desired.

Additional lexical innovation that has occurred during the diversification of

the modern Ralámuli dialects has involved the appropriation of Spanish kinship

terms by attaching the ¤wa suffix to them. The earliest attested neologisms of

this type are komparí¤wa, from Spanish compadre ‘co-godparent’, and nehé

tatá¤wa¤la ‘my father’, documented in 1903 by Gassó (1903:20, 48). The stem of

the latter is táta, a word of Nahuatl origin that may have entered Ralámuli via

Mexicanized Spanish (see appendix 3, set 36). Four decades later, Passin re-

ported that the Spanish words tío ‘uncle’ and sobrino ‘nephew’ were trans-

formed into tío¤wa and sobríno¤wa, commenting that such assimilation to Tara-

humara lexical forms “is definitely not the same thing as taking on the Spanish

structural system” (1943:377). He illustrated his point by noting that tío¤wa was

used as a self-reciprocal and that sometimes when the term was used for

‘nephew’, the word towí ‘boy’ was added to create tíowa towí ‘my young uncle’.

For the Interior dialect, tíý¤wa¤la ‘parents’ siblings’ is attested in Rejogochi and

amígo¤wa¤la ‘friends’ in Samachique (Hilton 1993:3), indicating that ¤wa was

still a productive suffix in this dialect in the second half of the twentieth century.

5.6. The proliferation of linguistic forms of kinship terms.    The linguistic

forms of the stems of kinship etyma reconstructed for Proto-Tarahumara have

remained for the most part unchanged in modern Ralámuli dialects. Above, in

sections 5.1 and 5.4, we discuss the changes that have occurred in five stems

labeling parents’ siblings and ‘relatives’. Similar changes are documented in the

reflexes of Proto-Tarahumara*koýýi ‘elder sister’, *ino ‘son (%)’, and *eýyé

‘mother’ presented in table 20.

Four changes are attested in the reflexes of *koýýi ‘elder sister’: the loss of

initial *k¤ (C-G, N-H, S-B, S-T); the shift of initial *k¤ to g¤ (I-SB, W-M, W-T);
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the loss of the medial glottal stop (all communities except Norogachi and Tierra

Blanca); and the lexicalization of the possessed marker ¤la (W-M, W-T). The

lexicalization of the possessed marker also occurred in the Western reflexes of

*ino ‘son (%)’. The initial *i¤ is preserved in the 1995 attestations from Gua-

chochi (C-G) and Huichabóachi, of the Central and Northern dialect areas, as

well as in the Western dialect communities, but it is lost in the reflexes of all

other communities. In Balleza, onó ‘father’ has become a self-reciprocal for ‘son

(%)’ while in Turuachi the term for ‘son (%)’ is yútoli, a word not attested in any

other dialect.

Table 20. Dialectal Variation in Some Kinship Stems

COMMUNITY DIALECT CODE *koýýi *ino *eýyé

‘elder sister’ ‘son (%)’ ‘mother’

Aboreachi Central C-A koýí nó iyé

Guachochi Central C-G oýí nó –

Guachochi Central C-P koýí inó iyé

Rejogochi Interior I-R koýí nó iyé ~ yéý
Samachique Interior I-S koýí nó iyé

Samachique Interior I-SB goýí nó iyé

Samachique Interior I-SH koýí nó iyé

Huichabóachi Northern N-H oýí inó iyé

Norogachi Northern N-N koýýí – –

Balleza Southern S-B oýí onó iýyé

Turuachi Southern S-T oýí yútoli iyé (&) ~ ýyé (%)

Mesa de Arturo Western W-M goýilá inolá eyé

Tierra Blanca Western W-T goýýilá inolá eyé

Most reflexes of *eýyé ‘mother’ show a shift of the initial unstressed *e¤ to i¤.

The glottal stop is preserved in its original position only in the Southern re-

flexes. The Western dialect communities retain initial e¤ in their reflexes of this

etymon, but they have lost the glottal stop even though they normally retain this

segment. The Turuachi community may be unique in having alternate forms of

reflexes of *eýyé for female and male egos.

The proliferation in modern dialects of different linguistic forms for kinship

terms labeling the same categories of relatives is due in large part to differences

in the developments that have occurred with respect to the suffixes associated

with the terms for grandparents, grandchildren, parents’ siblings, and siblings’

children. In our reconstruction of the Proto-Tarahumara terminology for these

categories of relatives, we have proposed that the terms for descendant relations

in the categories were derived from those of the ascendant relations by the

addition of the suffix *¤ma. We suspect that affective forms, created by the addi-

tion of the *¤ýi suffix, existed for the ascendant relations terms, which may have

become self-reciprocal by also labeling the descendant relations, replacing the

forms with the *¤ma suffix.
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These alternate forms would have coexisted with the different grammatical

forms discussed in section 4.4. In addition, modern data from Samachique and

Brambila (1976) provide evidence that, in possessive constructions with noun or

nominative case pronoun possessors, the *¤wa suffix followed by the possessed

marker *¤la appears on the terms for these categories of relatives. Thus, exclud-

ing the stative forms created with the *¤rúame suffix, the postulated gramma-

tical forms would have been realized in four different morphophonological

shapes: *STEM¤Ø, *STEM¤li, *STEM¤la, and *STEM¤wa¤la. With the addition of the

descendant and affective forms created with the *¤ma and *¤ýi suffixes, twelve

different forms would have existed for each of the kinship terms in these

categories. The Proto-Tarahumara forms that we postulate for *aýká ‘father’s

mother’ are presented in table 21.

Table 21. Postulated Alternative Forms of *aýká ‘father’s mother’

*STEM¤Ø *STEM¤li *STEM¤la *STEM¤wa¤la

*aýká *aýká¤li *aýká¤la *aýká¤wa¤la

*aýká¤ýi *aýká¤ýi¤li *aýká¤ýi¤la *aýká¤ýi¤wa¤la

*aýká¤ma *aýká¤ma¤li *aýká¤ma¤la *aýká¤ma¤wa¤la

In table 22, we present modern Ralámuli attestations of the four postulated

morphophonological shapes for a stem, a stem with the ¤ýi suffix and a stem

with the ¤ma suffix. Attestations are drawn from our corpus of terms for grand-

parents, grandchildren, parents’ siblings, and sibling’s children, plus one from

Brambila (1976:956), who did not indicate the provenance of the attestation.

Table 22. Modern Attestations of Postulated Alternative Forms

ATTESTATION DIALECT CODE

*STEM¤Ø aýká Western W-M

*STEM¤li – – –

*STEM¤la aýká¤la Western W-T

*STEM¤wa¤la usú¤wa¤la Interior I-SH

*STEM¤ýi kumú¤ýi Southern S-B

*STEM¤ýi¤li kumú¤ýa¤li Central C-P

*STEM¤ýi¤la opó¤ýa¤la Interior I-SH

*STEM¤ýi¤wa¤la raýté¤ýi¤wa¤la Brambila –

*STEM¤ma – – –

*STEM¤ma¤li raté¤ma¤li Central C-P

*STEM¤ma¤la oýí¤ma¤la Interior I-R

*STEM¤ma¤wa¤la – – –

NOTE: – = not attested.

We encountered attestations for nine of the twelve possible forms. No clear

attestation exists for STEM¤li, but because this form is associated with the in-

definite, nonpossessed state, it is improbable that it would have been the form
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used in the contexts within which most of our data were collected. Nonetheless,

a possible attestation is the Samachique Ralámuli term muýímali ‘sibling-

in-law’. Hilton (1993:46) documents muýímali as the nonpossessed form and

muýíma¤wa¤la as the possessed form used with a noun or nominative case pro-

noun possessor, suggesting that the ¤li suffix was interpreted as a nonpossessed

state marker.

The absence of an attestation of the vocative form *STEM¤ma is under-

standable given that the ¤ma suffix is attested almost exclusively in Rejogochi

Ralámuli, and vocative forms of kinship terms were not elicited in this com-

munity. The fact that *STEM¤ma¤wa¤la is not attested reflects the fact that in

Rejogochi Ralámuli the ¤wa suffix is attested only in words with the form

*STEM¤ýi¤wa (see (19) in section 5.4).

Table 23 presents the reflexes of two Proto-Tarahumaran etyma for grand-

parents and two Proto-Tarahumaran etyma for uncles. All attestations are the

STEM¤Ø form, used as the vocative and in possessive constructions with genitive

case pronoun possessors. 

Table 23. Modern Cognates for Some Terms for Grandparents and Uncles

COMMUNITY DIALECT *aýká *oýí *ukulí *kumu

‘FM’ ‘FF’ ‘MeB’ ‘FeB’

Aboreachi Central (C-A) – – kulíýi kumúýi

Guachochi Central (C-G) akási oýísi kulíýi kumíýi

Guachochi Central (C-P) akásuli apá kulíýi kumúýali

Rejogochi Interior (I-R) akáýale ~ kaí oýíkale ukulíýi kumúýale

Samachique Interior (I-S) akáýuli oýíkile kulíýi kumúýi

Samachique Interior (I-SB) kaýóýi oýí ukulíýi kumúýi

Samachique Interior (I-SH) akáýuli oýíkali ukulíýi kumúýi

Huichabóachi Northern (N-H) akásuli oýípali kulíýi kumíýi

Norogachi Northern (N-N) akáýuli oýípali kulíýi kumúýi

Balleza Southern (S-B) akásuli oýítuli kulíýi kumúýi

Turuachi Southern (S-T) kásuli ýuítuli – –

Mesa de Arturo Western (W-M) aýká oýí ukú gumalá

Tierra Blanca Western (W-T) aýká oýí ukú gumalá

NOTE: – = not attested.

These four cognate sets clearly document a break between the Western dia-

lect and all other dialects. The possessed marker ¤la, seen in table 23 in the

Western reflexes of *kumu ‘father’s elder brother’, is the only suffix to have

become lexicalized in the Western dialect. In contrast, cognates from the other

dialects show lexicalized ¤ýi, ¤li, or ¤ýi¤li in most reflexes (the variation in the

vowels occurs because they are unstressed). We suspect that the absence of lexi-

calized suffixes in the Western dialect is the result of syllable reduction because

the ¤li suffix in *ukulí was lexicalized in Proto-Tarawarihio, as was the ¤li suffix

in *cineli, reflected in Western Ralámuli as ýené (see appendix 3, sets 5, 12).
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The reflexes from the Central, Northern, and Southern dialects document

the shift from *¤ý¤ to ¤s¤ in some words but not others. The ¤suli suffix attested

in reflexes of *aýká ‘father’s mother’ may actually reflect Tepehuan influence.

Rinaldini (1994:46) recorded kasuli as the eighteenth-century Northern Tepe-

huan term for ‘father’s mother’, suggesting an isogloss linking the Central and

Northern dialects to Northern Tepehuan through the Southern dialect.

Brambila (1976:395) identified oýípali as the term for ‘father’s father’ in

Norogachi and oýíkali as the term in Narárachi, both located in the Northern

dialect area. In the data we collected, the cognates of oýíkali are attested only in

the Interior dialect. This unusual distribution, also encountered in reflexes of

*aki ‘child (&)’, can, we think, be accounted for as the result of historical events

related to the differential impact of the Spanish influenza pandemic of 1918 on

the Ralámuli as a whole.

When the pandemic struck, Ralámuli communities located near roads and

major trails were severely affected, while the impact on communities with little

or no contact with outsiders appears to have been minimal. In 1918, Rejogochi

was only about two kilometers from the mule trail that linked the mining town

of Batopilas to the railhead in Creel, and a station to care for the muleteers and

their animals was located along the trail in the nearby village of Basíhuare

(Merrill 1988:24—29). People in Rejogochi informed Merrill in the 1970s and

1980s that almost the entire population of Rejogochi died in the pandemic, with

the survivors inheriting all of their livestock and fields. People from other com-

munities who were not affected by the pandemic were invited to move to Rejo-

gochi to help with the herding and farming, and one and possibly more men from

the Narárachi area accepted the invitation, later marrying into the community.

Migrants from Narárachi or other communities to the east of Rejogochi per-

haps also introduced new words for ‘maternal grandmother; daughter’s daugh-

ter (&)’. Rejogochi Ralámuli includes three different words for these kinship

relationships–uýsú, suýú, and suýí–plus suýsúwiri as an affectionate term for

‘daughter’s daughter (&)’. Brambila (1976:536, 542) reports that suýí is the

Norogachi term for ‘mother’s mother, daughter’s daughter (&)’, which is attest-

ed elsewhere as suwí, but he does not identify the Narárachi form, and neither

suýú nor suýsuwiri appear in his dictionary.

Hilton (1993:57, 62, 82) recorded for Samachique Ralámuli uýsú, suýú, and

oýikali, as well as a reflex of *aki ‘child (&)’, but not suýí or suýsuwiri. That the

Rejogochi and Samachique kinship lexica should share most of these terms is

not surprising. In the early 1930s, Bennett and Zingg (1935: vii, ix) reported that

some Samachique people had homes in Umirá, located only a few kilometers

from Rejogochi, and a number of residents of Rejogochi in the 1970s and 1980s

were originally from Samachique or descended from people who were. However,

there may have been some delay in the diffusion of the kinship terms, suggested

by Bennett and Zingg’s (1935:220—21) documentation of oýí rather than oýíkali

as the term for ‘father’s father; son’s son’.
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5.7. Plurals.    Reduplication is one of the principal mechanisms used in many

Uto-Aztecan languages for creating plural forms of kinship terms and other

nouns (Hill and Hill 1997, 2000) and perhaps should be reconstructed for early

Proto-Tarahumara kinship terminology. Modern Sierra Warihio relies on redu-

plication to create plural forms of all kinship terms except those that are already

reduplicated, for which different singular and plural forms do not exist (Miller

1996:67—70). However, plurals are not attested for the vast majority of modern

Ralámuli kinship terms. In fact, all that are attested in Brambila’s dictionary

(1976) are presented in table 24, with their Sierra Warihio cognates (Miller

1996:67—70). The only plural forms that we collected are found in appendix 3,

sets 8, 15, 35, and 39.

Table 24. Plurals of Kinship Terms in Modern Ralámuli and Sierra Warihio

REFERENT RALÁMULI SIERRA WARIHIO

‘elder sisters’ oýkóýi koýkocí

‘younger sisters’ iýpíni pihpiní

‘elder brothers’ aýpáýi paýpací

‘younger brothers’ oýpóni pohponí

‘daughters (%)’ amalá maýmalála ~ mamalála

‘sons’ hínowa ~ híno noýnolá ~ nonolá

‘offspring’ taýtána ~ vaýtaná ~ taýtaná

   aýtaná ~ saýtaná

6. Conclusions.    To a large degree, the Proto-Tarahumaran kinship termi-

nological system has remained stable during the diversification of the modern

Ralámuli dialects. The modern systems we have considered here share a basic

structure in which seven generations of consanguineal relatives and five genera-

tions of affines are recognized, lineal and consanguineal relations are distin-

guished along maternal and paternal lines in the two ascendant and descendant

generations, birth order is reflected in the terminology of siblings, parents’ sib-

lings, and siblings’ children, cousins are labeled with sibling terms, lineal and

collateral relationships merge beyond the first ascendant and descendant gener-

ations, and no cross-parallel distinctions are made.

The system documented for the Western dialect is the most distinctive, pri-

marily because of this dialect’s loss of genitive case pronouns and of all inflec-

tional and derivational suffixes used with kinship terms except the possessed

marker ¤la. However, it has retained reflexes of almost all of the kinship etyma

that can be recontructed for Proto-Tarahumara. Only reflexes of *mali ‘father

(&)’,*aki ‘child (&)’, and *sali ‘grandchild’s spouse, spouse’s grandparent’ are

not attested for this dialect. On the whole, lexical retention has been high in all

dialects, with lexical replacement most extensive in the terminology associated

with the Southern (Turuachi) dialect, due in part perhaps to influence from

Northern Tepehuan. The greatest lexical loss is seen in the system documented
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for the Central dialect community of Aboreachi, as the result of a reduction in

the number of terms for grandparent and grandchild and for parents’ siblings

and siblings’ children. Many of the intercommunity and interdialectal differ-

ences in the attested systems reflect modifications in the terminology for these

categories of relatives and for siblings-in-law.

According to our analysis of shared phonological innovations in modern

Ralámuli kinship terms (see section 3.2), the Proto-Tarahumara speech com-

munity was intact until sometime after 1826. Given the size of Tarahumara

territory at European contact, we assume that it was organized as a regional

network of settlements, with some linguistic variation but no sharp dialectal

breaks. In the seventeenth century, Guadalaxara (1683:xii) reported some pho-

nological, morphological, and lexical differences among the different Tarahu-

mara communities, at a time when the boundaries of the speech community

were being extended westward by Tarahumaras moving away from the Spanish

frontier (Pennington 1963:8—10). A century later, Steffel implied the existence of

a dialect chain with his comment, “The Tarahumara language is one but also

many, varying notably among the missions that are distant from one another”

(1799:4).

Various features of Tarahumara social organization, settlement patterns,

and subsistence strategies, documented with little change from the early colo-

nial period until today, would have contributed to maintaining the integrity of

the speech community across such an extended area. Tarahumara settlements,

characterized as ranchos, were dispersed across the landscape, with people liv-

ing adjacent to the fields that they cultivated. The size and configuration of

settlements varied according to the distribution of arable land (Pennington

1983; Merrill 1983). Many, if not most, Tarahumaras were mobile agricultural-

ists in the sense that households tended to cultivate fields in more than one

rancho and to move between or among the ranchos where their fields were

located (Hard and Merrill 1992). Because the location of the fields of different

households varied, the residents of different ranchos also varied, resulting in

households participating in multiple social groups over the course of a year. The

social networks that resulted were reinforced and extended through the coopera-

tion of the residents of neighboring ranchos in staging ritual events and complet-

ing agricultural tasks and other labor-intensive work, usually within the context

of maize-beer drinking parties. This approach to social and labor organization

produced what Kennedy described as an “overlapping, interwoven net of inter-

action systems” (1963:624—26). 

In theory, this social network would have extended indefinitely and uniform-

ly across the region. However, because the Tarahumara homeland is rugged,

the population was not distributed evenly across it, resulting in variation in

the intensity of interaction in different parts of the network. In addition, over

the course of the Spanish colonial period, non-Indigenous settlers created gaps

in the network by displacing Tarahumara people from the lands in their terri-
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tory most suitable for farming and ranching. The influx of these settlers into

the Sierra Tarahumara increased dramatically during the second half of the

nineteenth century, driven to a large degree by mining and lumbering booms

that were facilitated by the construction of a railway line into the heart of the

Sierra Tarahumara, which arrived at Creel in 1907 (Almada 1955, 1968, 1971;

Wampler 1969; Burgess 2013).

We suspect that the social disruption caused by these developments contri-

buted to the formation of a series of smaller interaction spheres within the Tara-

humara speech community which, in turn, created the contexts within which

greater dialectal differences and diversity in kinship terminological systems

could have emerged. The fact that the breakup of the Proto-Tarahumara speech

community appears to have begun after 1826 lends support to this hypothesis.

The limited available evidence indicates that diversification was underway

before 1900. No innovations shared by all the dialects can be identified as dating

later than the early twentieth century, and in 1903 Gassó (1903:18) documented

an innovation characteristic of the modern Northern dialect, the alternation of

initial k¤ and g¤ (Valiñas Coalla 2002:264), attested, for example, in koýí ~ goýí,

the reflex of Proto-Tarahumaran *koýcí ‘elder sister’.

At the same time, the development of the modern dialects may not have

advanced very far by this time. Gassó rejected the idea that dialects existed in

Ralámuli. He characterized the linguistic differences that he had noted in differ-

ent Ralámuli communities as “provincialisms,” commenting that the diversity

within Ralámuli was less than that between the versions of Castilian spoken in

Aragon and Albacete, “which are not dialects” (1903:2—3). The basic issue, of

course, is not how much variation is required to be labeled dialectal, but rather

what is nature of the linguistic variation that exists and how can it best be

accounted for.

Valiñas Coalla (2001, 2002) has summarized the results of research that has

been conducted to date on Ralámuli dialectology. Along with a number of lexical

items, he identifies (2001:122) ten phonological or morphophonological features

that are not shared among all the dialects, but while each of the five dialects has

a unique complement of features, the isoglosses of most features crosscut at

least one dialect boundary. The Northern, Central, and Interior dialects are

more similar to one another than they are to either the Western or Southern

(Turuachi) dialects, which are quite distinct from one another.

The same pattern applies to the systems of kinship terminology associated

with these dialects, suggesting that the Proto-Tarahumara linguistic and social

network diversified in stages. The first stage would have involved a decline in

the level of interaction of the southernmost and westernmost communities with

the core communities, followed by a second stage in which the level of inter-

action among the core communities also declined, resulting in further diversi-

fication. In a third stage, subdialectal differences emerged, especially evident in

the terminological systems documented for the Central dialect communities of
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Aboreachi and Guachochi. Undoubtedly diversification will continue to occur,

unless the Indigenous terminological system is lost entirely.

Appendix 1: Dialect and Language Abbreviations and Sources

C-A = Ralámuli (Central dialect, Aboreachi) (Kennedy 1970b, 1978)

C-G = Ralámuli (Central dialect, Guachochi) (Burgess 1995)

C-P = Ralámuli (Central dialect, Guachochi) (Passin 1943)

ED = Eudeve (Pennington 1981)

HP = Hopi (Hopi Dictionary Project 1998)

I-R = Ralámuli (Interior dialect, Rejogochi) (Merrill, unpublished fieldnotes)

I-S = Ralámuli (Interior dialect, Samachique) (Burgess 1995)

I-SB = Ralámuli (Interior dialect, Samachique) (Bennett and Zingg 1935:220—22)

I-SH = Ralámuli (Interior dialect, Samachique) (Hilton 1993)

MY = Mayo (Collard and Collard 1962)

N-H = Ralámuli (Northern dialect, Huichabóachi) (Burgess 1995)

N-N = Ralámuli (Northern dialect, Norogachi) (Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo 2012)

NT = Northern Tepehuan (Bascom 1965)

NT(R) = Northern Tepehuan (Rinaldini 1994)

NV = Névome (Pennington 1979)

PT = Proto-Tarahumara

PTW = Proto-Tarawarihio

PYP = Lower Pima (Yepachi dialect) (Shaul 1994)

RL(B) = Ralámuli (Brambila 1976)

S-B = Ralámuli (Southern dialect, Balleza) (Burgess 1995)

S-T = Ralámuli (Southern dialect, Turuachi) (Burgess 1995)

TC = Tehueco (Buelna 1989)

TE = Teguima (Lombardo 2009)

TO = Tohono O’odham (Saxton, Saxton, and Enos 1983)

TSH = Timbisha Shoshone (Dayley 1989)

W-M = Ralámuli (Western dialect, Mesa de Arturo) (Burgess 1995)

W-T = Ralámuli (Western dialect, Tierra Blanca) (Burgess 1996; Burgess 1995)

WR-R = Warihio (River dialect) (Félix Armendáriz 2005)

WR-S = Warihio (Sierra dialect) (Miller 1996)

WSH-G = Western Shoshone (Goshiute dialect) (Miller 1972)

YQ = Yaqui, Sonora (Estrada Fernández, et al. 2004)

YQ(K) = Yaqui, Sonora (Kroeber 1934:23—26)

YQ-A = Yaqui, Arizona (Molina, Valenzuela, and Shaul 1999)

Appendix 2: Provenance of Modern Ralámuli Kinship Terminologies

The majority of our data on modern Ralámuli kinship terminology was compiled in 1995

as part of a bilingual (Ralámuli-Spanish) education program under the aegis of the

Coordinación Estatal de la Tarahumara of the State of Chihuahua, Mexico (Burgess

1995; Ramos Chaparro, et al. 1997). Six native Ralámuli speakers representing the five

dialect areas provided kinship data from their home communities, which Burgess (1995)

organized into an unpublished report. These education specialists are listed here in

alphabetical order with their dialects, communities, and the abbreviations for the

dialects in parentheses: María Soledad Bustillos Peña (Southern dialect, Balleza; S-B),

Miguel Carillo Frías (Western dialect, Mesa de Arturo; W-M), Ismael Castillo Aguirre

(Northern dialect, Huichabóachi; N-H), Ventura Orozco Castro (Interior dialect,
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Samachique; I-S), Cesáreo Prieto Vega (Southern dialect, Turuachi; S-T), and Aureliano

Ramos Chaparro (Central dialect, Guachochi; C-G). Albino Mares Trías and Reynaldo

Carabeo (Western dialect, Tierra Blanca; W-T) also collaborated in the project, working

independently with Burgess. Additional data from the community of Rejogochi (Interior

dialect; I-R) was compiled by Merrill between 1977 and 1984. Lirio Martínez and Masiria

Rejogochi were his principal collaborators.

The kinship terminologies of two of these communities, Samachique and Guachochi,

were documented in earlier studies. The Samachique system was first studied in 1930—

31 by Wendell Bennett (Bennett and Zingg 1935:220—3; I-SB); Hsieh (1980) is a formal

analysis of Bennett’s data. Kenneth Simon Hilton, who served as a Protestant Bible

translator in this community from 1940 to 1976, initially published his vocabulary of

Samachique Ralámuli (I-SH) in 1959. 

Guachochi (Central dialect) was the focus of research by Herbert Passin in 1940

(1943; C-P), but the degree to which his data represent this community exclusively is

unclear. In 1940, Guachochi served as the administrative center of the municipal district

of the same name, as well as the site of a school established in 1938 by the Mexican

Federal government to train teachers in Indigenous education (Plancarte 1954:9). As a

result, Passin (1943:361) had the opportunity to collect additional data from residents of

several other Ralámuli communities who went to Guachochi to deal with judicial matters

or to study. He named Sisoguichi, Pino Gordo, Ricorichi, and Guadalupe Coronado, none

of which are in the immediate vicinity of Guachochi, but in most cases, he did not identify

the community or communities with which specific kinship terms and usages were

associated. However, at least with regard to changes in the kinship terminology de-

signating parents’ brothers and siblings’ children, he commented, “it must be admitted

that the sampling outside of the community of Guachóchi is not adequate for a high

degree of reliability” (1943:377), suggesting that he relied primarily on his Guachochi

data in describing the terminological system.

On the basis of fieldwork in 1959 and 1960, John Kennedy (1970b, 1978) sum-

marized the terminology used by the residents of the settlements of Inápuchi and

Yehuachique, both affilated with the pueblo of Aboreachi of the Central dialect area (C-

A). The most recent study of Ralámuli kinship terminology is that of Martínez, Martínez,

and Naranjo (2012), which focuses on the community of Norogachi, located in the

northern dialect area (N-N). They derived their data from interviews conducted in 2008

and 2009 with the residents of the rancho of Santa Cruz located three kilometers east of

the village of Norogachi  (Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo 2012:31—2).

 Additional data come from Leonardo Gassó (1903), a Jesuit missionary, who pro-

vided considerable detail on Ralámuli kinship terminology in his grammar of Ralámuli.

Although based at Sisoguichi at the time that he wrote his grammar, it is not certain that

his kinship data are from that community or that community alone. Although we do not

treat Gassó’s work as representing Sisoguichi Ralámuli (Northern dialect), it is in-

valuable to our study because it provides the earliest twentieth-century attestations of

much of the Ralámuli kinship lexicon. The work of another Jesuit missionary linguist,

David Brambila (1953, 1976, 1983), also has proven to be of great use in documenting the

varying pronunciations and usages associated with the modern Ralámuli kinship

lexicon, although he seldom associates his data with specific communities.

Appendix 3: Cognate Sets

The cognate sets are presented in alphabetical order according to the earliest recon-

structed form, either early Proto-Tarahumara or late Proto-Tarahumara. If the early and

late reconstructions are the same, only the single reconstruction is given. Both non-

possessed and possessed forms are given. The nonpossessed forms are stems and are
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shown with stress only if they have inherent stress. Sets are included for three words of

Nahuatl origin, ýíýi, nána, and táta (sets 3, 21, and 36), that probably entered the modern

Ralámuli kinship lexica via Mexicanized Spanish after dialectal diversification was

underway. These words are not marked with an asterisk because we doubt that they

formed part of the Proto-Tarahumaran kinship lexicon.

For those etyma whose reflexes have cognates in other Uto-Aztecan languages that

are documented in Stubbs (2011), the numbers of Stubbs’s cognate or resemblant sets

are prefixed by “S-” and included in parentheses after the etyma. Sierra Warihio

cognates, if attested, are presented immediately before the Ralámuli attestations, unless

they are discussed in the comments.

The attestations are organized into numbered groups, with the reflexes closest in

form to the reconstructed etyma listed first. The colon following the attested reflex is the

punctuation mark, not the symbol for vowel length. The dialects in which they are

attested are indicated by their abbreviations: C = Central; I = Interior; N = Northern; S =

Southern; and W = Western. The names of the associated communities and sources of the

data from them are given, along with the abbreviations, in appendices 1 and 2.

The reconstructed referents are complete except for those associated with the terms

for grandparents and parents’ siblings. The terms for grandchildren and siblings’ child-

ren apparently were derived from those for the ascendant generations, but the recon-

struction of the descendant terms is challenged by the dialectal diversity attested for

these components of the system (see sections 2.1 and 5.1).

The comments are intended to clarify our decisions regarding the reconstruction of

some etyma and to report dialectal variation and other details not mentioned in the main

text. Most features discussed in the main text are not commented on in this appendix.

1. *aki ‘child (&)’. *ki, *kiýlá. (1) kí: I-R, I-S, I-SB, I-SH. COMMENTS: (a) Despite the

limited distribution of its reflexes, we reconstruct *ki for Proto-Tarahumara because it is

attested as female ego’s term for ‘child’ in Sierra Warihio (ahkí) and Teguima (akí)

(Lombardo 2009:291). (b) Brambila (1976:249) reported its use only in the Narárachi

area (Northern dialect) and noted that a glottal stop surfaced in the possessed form,

which is attested in I-R kiý¤lá.

2. *awáka ‘younger sister’s husband’. *wáka, *wáka¤la (S-2002). WR-S awaká. (1) wáka:

I-SH. (2) wága: I-SB. (3) wákale: I-R. (4) wágila: W-T. (5) wá: C-P. COMMENTS: (a) The

shared loss of the antecedent unstessed initial syllable *a¤ accounts for the initial-

syllable stress attested in the modern Ralámuli reflexes. (b) For I-SH, ¤wa is attested on

the form used with the genitive case pronoun, the reverse of the usual pattern: kéni

wáka¤wa. The form used with the nominative case pronoun is nihé wáka¤la. (c) The

reflex of *awáka has been lost in C-A and N-N. (d) No data: C-G, I-S, N-H, S-B, S-T, W-M.

3. ýíýi ‘mother’ (S-301: ‘breast’). (1) ýíýi: C-A, I-R, I-S. COMMENTS: (a) In C-A and I-S, ýíýi

is used as a term of address by male speakers only. In I-R, it is used by both female and

male speakers. (b) The fact that Brambila (1976:113) recorded ýíýi ‘mama’ suggests that

the term is used in more Ralámuli communities than attested in our data set.

4. *ciýé, *ciýé¤la ‘elder sister’s husband’. WR-S ýeýé. (1) ýiýéli: I-R. (2) ýiéli: C-A. (3)

ýiýéla: N-H, N-N, S-T. (4) ýiýé: I-S, I-SH, C-G. (5) ýeýé: W-M, W-T, C-P. (6) ýié: I-SB.

COMMENTS: (a) In W-M, ýeýé is self-reciprocal, labeling both ‘elder sister’s husband’ and

‘wife’s younger sibling’. (b) In S-B, nótisi is attested as the self-reciprocal for ‘elder

sister’s husband, wife’s younger sibling’.

5. *ýinéli, *ýiné¤la ‘younger brother’s wife’. WR-S ýenéli. (1) ýené: W-T. (2) ýiýnéala ~

ýiýné¤la: N-N. COMMENTS: (a) PT *ýinéli, with the ¤li suffix, is reconstructed based on the

Sierra Warihio reflex and RL(B) ýinéli. (b) Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo (2012:93—94)

report ýiýnéala as the form used by and with respect to male egos and ýiýné¤la as the
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form used by and with respect to female egos. (c) A reflex of *ýinéli has been lost in the

Central and Interior dialect communties. (d) No data: I-S, C-G, N-H, S-B, S-T, W-M. 

6. *ýoýkóba¤, *ýoýkóba¤la. Unclear referent. (1) ýoýkóbale: I-R. (2) ýokóba: I-SH. (3)

ýokóbola: C-A. (4) sokóbali: C-P. COMMENTS: (a) In the early 1930s, Bennett and Zingg

(1935:221) reported ýokóboa¤la as the Samachique Ralámuli label for ‘fourth ascendant

and descendant relative’. In the late 1950s, Hilton (1993:26, 164) recorded ýokóba¤la

‘stepmother’, with ýokóba¤wa ‘stepchild’ as its reciprocal for this subdialect of Interior

Ralámuli. The C-P and I-R cognates also are glossed as ‘stepchild’. (c) Kennedy

(1970b:182) glossed the Aboreachi cognate ýokóbola as ‘adopted child’. (d) A term for

‘stepchild’ is not reported for other dialects.

7. *eýwéna¤wa, *eýwéna¤wa¤la ‘parents, parents’ siblings, parents’ siblings’ spouses’.

(1) wénowa: I-SB. (2) ýwéna¤wa¤la ~ ýwéna¤la: I-SH. (3) wéýnale: I-R. COMMENTS: (a)

The referent assigned to the PT etymon is from I-R. For the Samachique subdialect of

Interior Ralámuli, Bennett and Zingg (1935:221) provide the gloss ‘relations’, while

Hilton (1993:33) glosses ýwénawa as ‘to have parents’, nihé ýwénawala as ‘my parents’

and tamuhé ýwénala as ‘our parents’. (b) Brambila (1976:161) reported the alternate

forms ewénowa ~ ewénoa ~ wénowa, which he glossed as ‘parents, father and mother’

and ‘ancesters’. (c) The possibility that *eýwéna¤ entered Proto-Tarahumara as a loan-

word is considered in section 3.1.

8. *ino, *ino¤lá ‘son (%)’ (S-1426). WR-S nolá ~ noló. (1) inó: C-P, N-H. (2) inolá: W-M, W-

T. (3) nó: I-R, I-S, I-SB, I-SH, C-G. (4) nó ~ nolá: C-A. (5) nolá: N-N. PLURALS: (1)

hínua¤la: I-S. (2) hinówa-la: W-M. COMMENTS: (a) In the WR-S reflex, ¤la, identified by

Miller (1996:250—51) as the absolutive suffix, has been lexicalized and the final vowel in

the alternate form has been harmonized with the previous o. (b) The possessed marker

¤la is lexicalized in the Western dialect form inolá and in the alternate C-A form nolá,

used as the term of reference (Kennedy 1970b:178, 1978:158-59). (c) The initial h¤ in the

modern plural forms reflect *hínowa and support the reconstruction of the initial *i in

the singular form. Guadalaxara (1683:3) noted that when plurals of words with initial

vowels were created through reduplication, an ¤h¤ was inserted between the vowels. In

this case, the sequence likely involved reduplication followed by loss of the initial vowel:

*inó ‘son (sg.)’ > *ihíno ‘son (pl.)’ > híno ‘son (pl.)’. (d) Gassó (1903:18) implied slight

semantic differences among hinó, nó, and nolá. He glossed the construction kéne hinó as

‘son, in general’, kéne nó as ‘my son’, and nolá as ‘someone’s son’. (e) For C-P, Passin

(1943:369) reported that the reflex of *ino was used by both female and male egos. (f) For

N-N, Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo (2012:93) report baýýirúame, the stative form of

baýýí ‘elder brother’, as the principal term used for ‘son (%)’ (see set 26).

9. *kaýká ‘father’s mother’. *aýká, *aýká¤la (S-1050). WR-S kaýká. (1) aýká: W-M, W-T.

(2) akáýale ~ kaí: I-R. (3) akáýuli: I-S, I-SH, N-N. (4) akásuli: C-P, N-H, S-B. (5) kásuli:

S-T. (6) akási: C-G. (7) kaýóýi: I-SB. COMMENTS: (a) In I-R, akáýale and kaí¤ are alternate

forms, used with both genitive and nominative case pronoun possessors. The possessed

marker ¤la is not used with akáýale. Stress shifts to the suffix in kai¤lá. (b) I-SB kaýóýi

‘father’s mother, son’s daughter’ is not attested in any other modern Ralámuli sources,

but it is attested in eighteenth-century Tarahumara as kacó (Steffel 1809:323, 356). (c)

The reflex of *aýká has been lost in C-A. The term used in other dialects for ‘mother’s

mother’, ušú ~ usú, is the only term for ‘grandmother’ attested in this community. (d) In

W-T, aýkáýili ‘son’s child (&)’ is used as a term of endearment.

10. *koýci, *koýci¤lá ‘elder sister’ (S-2000). (1) koýýí: N-N. (2) koýí: C-A, C-P, I-R, I-S, I-

SH. (3) goýi: I-SB. (4) goýýilá: W-T. (5) goýilá: W-M. (6) oýí: C-G, N-H, S-B, S-T.

COMMENTS: (a) The medial glottal stop is reconstructed based on N-N koýýí, W-T goýýilá,
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RL(B) koýýí, and WR-S and WR-R koýýí. (b) The possessed marker ¤la is lexicalized in the

Western dialect.

11. *kúýi¤ ‘child, children’. WR-S kuýitá. (1) kúýuwala: N-H, S-T, W-M. (2) kúýuwa: I-R,

C-P. (3) kúýiwa: I-SB. (4) kúýwala: C-A. (3) kúýiwi: S-B. (6) kúýala: I-SH. (7) ýkúýi¤la: W-

T. COMMENTS: (a) For I-SH, Hilton (1993:21) reports nihé kúýuwala as the plural ‘my

children’. For the same subdialect of Interior Ralámuli, Bennett and Zingg (1935:221)

glossed kúýiwa as ‘son (used referring to children of God)’. (b) In Rejogochi Ralámuli,

kúýi¤ is both singular and plural, with kúýi¤wa used with a genitive case pronoun pos-

sessor and kúýi¤le used with a noun or nominative case pronoun possessor. (c) For N-N,

Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo (2012:95) report ákinikochiñ as a term for ‘daughter (%)’

and ákinikuchuañ as a term for ‘younger brother’s son (%)’. (d) No data: C-G, I-S.

12. *kukulí ‘mother’s elder brother’. *ukulí, *ukulí¤la. WR-S kukulí. (1) ukulíýi: I-R, I-

SB. (2) kulíýi: C-A, C-G, C-P, I-S, I-SH, N-H, N-N, S-B. (3) ukú: W-M, W-T. COMMENT: (a)

In N-N, kulíýi is used only by and with respect to male egos (Martínez, Martínez, and

Naranjo 2012:93). (b) No data: S-T.

13. *kumú, *kumu¤lá, ‘father’s elder brother’ (S-2433). WR-S kumú. (1) kumúýali: C-P, I-

SH. (2) kumúýale: I-R. (3) kumúýi: I-S, I-SB, N-N, S-B. (4) kumíýi: C-G, N-H. (5) gumalá:

W-T, W-M. COMMENTS: (a) Burgess (1995) reports both gumalá and kumúýi as W-M

reflexes of *kumú. An initial g¤ is the expected Western Ralámuli reflex of the initial *k¤,

leading us to conclude that kumúýi was mistakenly recorded. (b) Martínez, Martínez, and

Naranjo (2012:94) report for N-N that kumúýi is used by and with respect to female egos

for both ‘father’s elder brother’ and ‘mother’s elder brother’. (c) No data: S-T.

14. *kuná, *kuná¤la ‘husband’ (S-1240). WR-S kuná. (1) kuná: I-R, I-SH, N-N. (2) guná: I-

SB, W-T. (3) uná: C-P. (4) kunála ~ unála: C-A. COMMENT: No data: C-G, I-S, N-H, S-B,

S-T.

15. *malá, malá¤la ‘daughter (%)’ (S-140). WR-S malála. (1) malá: all dialects and

attestations except C-A and N-N. (2) malála: C-A, N-N. PLURALS: (1) aýmalá¤la: I-S, W-

M, W-T. (2) amalá: C-G, N-H. (3) amála: S-B. (4) malá¤la: S-T. COMMENTS: (a) Kennedy

(1970b:179, 1978:158—59) identified C-A malála, with the possessed marker ¤la lexi-

calized, as the term of reference used by both female and male egos. (b) For C-P, Passin

(1943:369) reported that the reflex of *malá was used by both female and male egos. (c)

In WR-S malála, the ¤la suffix is lexicalized (Miller 1996:355). (d) In S-T kéni malála, the

possessed marker ¤la appears to be lexicalized. 

16. *mali, *mali¤lá ‘father (&)’. (S-852). WR-S maýmá. (1) malí: I-R, I-SB, I-SH, C-A, N-

H. COMMENTS: (a) In the Western and Southern dialects and C-G and C-P, reflexes of

*oýnó ‘father (%)’ are used by both female and male egos. (b) Miller (1996:251, 365)

reports WR-S mari¤wá as the irregular possessed form of maýmá and notes that many

Warihio speakers use noýnó ‘father (%)’ as the term for ‘father’ for both male and female

egos. (c) Passin (1943:369) characterized the reflex of *mali reported for Samachique by

Bennett and Zingg as a “regional variant.” (d) In N-N, the reflex of *mali has been

replaced by táta ‘father (&, %)’ (see set 36). (e) No data: I-S, W-M. 

17. *moýné, *moýné¤la ‘daughter’s husband’ (S-2085). WR-S moýné. (1) moýné: W-T, I-R,

I-S, I-SH, C-G, C-P, N-H, N-N, S-B, S-T. (2) moné: I-SB. (3) moýnéla: C-A, W-M.

COMMENT: In N-N, both moýné and the stative form moýnérwame are reported for

‘daughter’s husband (&)’ (Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo 2012:94, 96).

18. *moýolí, *moýolí¤la ‘son’s wife’. WR-S moýóli. (1) moýolí: I-R, I-S, I-SH, C-G, C-P, N-

H, S-B, S-T. (2) moýolí ~ moýolilá: N-N. (3) moolí: I-SB. (4) moýlí: W-T. (5) moýlíla: W-

M. (6) moýolila: C-A. 
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19. *muýímali ‘wife’s younger sibling’. WR-S muýimáli ‘spouse’s younger sibling’. (1)

muýímali: all dialects and attestations except I-SB, S-B, and S-T. (2) muýímuli ‘siblings-

in-law’: I-SB. COMMENTS: (a) We interpret this term as a loanword of Teguima origin,

with considerable interdialectal variation in its modern Ralámuli referents (see section

3.1). (b) S-B nótisi is attested as the self-reciprocal for ‘elder sister’s husband, wife’s

younger sister’. The term for ‘wife’s younger brother’ was not recorded. (c) Gassó

(1903:19) glossed muýímali as “concuñado,” which we interpret as a mistake for

“cuñado,” ‘sibling-in-law’. (d) No data: S-B, S-T.

20. *nahiréma, *nahiréma¤la ‘consanguineal relatives’. (1) nahiréma¤la: C-G. (2)

naharéma¤la: W-T. (3) nahiréma¤ga: I-R, I-SB. (4) nahirém¤ami: I-S, I-SH. (5)

naharén¤ame: W-M. (6) nahiré¤ama: C-P. (7) nahiré¤ama¤la: N-H. (8) nahibón¤ami: I-S.

COMMENTS: (a) The ¤ga suffix in the I-R and I-SB reflexes is an allomorph of *¤wa, the

result of the fortition of *¤w to *¤gÑ attested in the data of Guadalaxara (1683) and Steffel

(1809) (Merrill 2007:416—34). (b) The suffix ¤amV is the adjectivalizer and nominalizer

reconstructible for PT as *¤ame. (c) Normally the possessed marker ¤la is not used with

the suffix ¤amV, but it appears in N-H nahiré¤ama¤la. In this dialect, nahiré¤ama¤la is

used only for ‘brothers’ while *teáma¤la, the reflex of *reýtehíma¤la, is the generic for

‘relatives’. (d) In our source for I-S (Burgess 1995:25—26), naherémami is glossed as

‘distant relatives’ and nahibónami ‘relatives’. These glosses probably are switched, as

suggested by S-B nahibónami ‘distant relatives’. (e) Reflexes of *nahiréma are not

attested in our sources for C-A, S-B, and S-T, although S-B nahibónami ‘distant

relatives’ must be related.

21. nána ‘mother’ (S-1454). (1) nána: C-G, I-R, N-H, N-N, S-T, W-M, W-T. COMMENTS: (a)

This term is used only as a term of address except in N-N, where it is used as a term of

reference. (b) It is used by both female and male speakers in C-G, I-R, N-N, W-M, and W-

T, by female speakers only in N-H, and by male speakers only in S-T.

22. *nawilá, *nawilá¤la ‘child’s spouse’s parent’. (1) nawilále ~ nawilá¤la ~ naulá¤la: I-

R. (2) naolá: W-T. COMMENTS: (a) Although reflexes of *nawilá¤ are attested in only two

communities, we reconstruct this etymon for Proto-Tarahumara because the dialects

represented are quite different, and their kinship lexica are our best documented. In

addition, Brambila (1976:370) recorded a cognate, nauyá, which he tentatively glossed as

‘co-parent-in-law’, but he did not reveal the dialect or dialects in which it occurred. (b) I-

R naulá, W-T naolá, and RL(B) nauyá have final-syllable stress and show the shift in the

second syllable from ¤wa¤ to a round vowel. The replacement of ¤l¤ by ¤y¤ in Brambila’s

form is unexplained. (c) Brambila (1976:363, 508) recorded salí and naýsalí as definitely

designating ‘co-parent-in-law’. In our data, ‘spouse’s grandparent, grandchild’s spouse’

is the referent of reflexes of *sali (see set 31).

23. *nesa, *nesa¤lá ‘mother’s elder sister’ (S-87). WR-S nehsá. (1) nisá: C-P, I-SB. (2)

neselá: I-S, W-M, W-T. COMMENTS: (a) Reflexes of *nesá have been lost in C-A, C-G, I-R,

N-H, N-N, S-B (see section 5.1). (b) The possessed marker ¤la is lexicalized in the I-S, W-

M, and W-T reflexes. (c) In W-M, waýlúla nanála, literally, ‘big mama’, is also used to

refer to ‘mother’s elder sister’. (d) No data: I-SH, S-T.

24. *noýno ‘father (%)’. *oýno, *oýno¤lá (S-851). (1) oýnó: I-S, W-T. (2) onó: all other

dialects except C-A. (3) onó ~ onolá: C-A. COMMENTS: (a) In S-B, S-T, and W-T, both male

and female speakers use reflexes of *oýno for ‘father’. Reflexes of *mali are documented

in other dialects as the terms used by female egos (see set 16). Hilton (1993:164) reports

for Samachique that female speakers use both malí¤ and onó¤. (b) C-A onó and onolá are

alternate forms of the term of reference.

25. *pabáma¤ ‘grandchild’. (1) pabámoala: N-H. (2) pabámoli: C-A, S-T. (3) pabámali: C-

P. COMMENTS: (a) N-H pabámoala is glossed as ‘son’s child (&)’ and ‘daughter’s child (%)’
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while S-T pabámoli is glossed as ‘son’s son (&)’ and ‘son’s daughter (%)’. Passin (1943:

373) reported it as the generic term for ‘grandchild’. (b) The ¤o¤ in three of the four

reflexes supports reconstructing *pabáma¤wa¤la. (c) The word may be a loan from

Northern Tepehuan. Rinaldini (1994:45 [section 2]) recorded ábamarañ for ‘daughter’s

child (%)’.

26. *paýýi ‘elder brother’. PT *baýýi, *baýýi¤lá (S-305). (1) baýí: all dialects except N-N

and Western. (2) baýýí: N-N. (3) baýýilá: W-T. (4) baýilá: W-M. COMMENTS: (a) The

medial glottal stop is reconstructed based on N-N baýýí, W-T baýýilá, RL(B) baýýí, and

WR-S and WR-R paýýí. (b) The possessed marker ¤la is lexicalized in the Western dialect.

27. *papá ‘mother’s father’. *apá, *apá¤la (S-1048). WR-S papá. (1) apá: N-H. (2) apalóýi:

C-A, C-G, C-P, I-SH, N-N, W-M, W-T. (3) apulóýi: I-SB. (4) palóýi: I-S, S-B. (5) apalóýale:

I-R. COMMENTS: (a) All dialects except N-H have adopted the diminutive form reflecting

*apalóýi for both ‘mother’s father’ and ‘daughter’s child (%)’, which may be a loanword

from Warihio (Miller 1996:270, 371; cf. Medina Murillo 2012:132—33). In N-H, the

diminutive form is used only for ‘daughter’s child (%)’. (b) In C-P, apá is used for ‘father’s

father, son’s child (%)’ instead of a reflex of *ocí. (c) In S-T, oýítoli, presumably a reflex of

*ocí, is the term for ‘mother’s father’, while ýuítuli labels ‘father’s father’.

28. *papoi ‘father’s younger sister’. *bapó, *bapo¤lá (S-88). WR-S papói. (1) bapó: I-R. (2)

apó: C-P, I-SB, N-N. (3) apói: C-G, N-H, S-B. (4) apuí: W-M, W-T. (5) opóýi: I-SH.

COMMENTS: (a) The reflex of *bapó has been lost in C-A (see section 5.1). (b) Brambila

(1976:26) gives the alternate forms bapoí ~ wapoí ~ apoí ‘father’s younger sister’, which

suggests that a shift of initial b¤ to w¤ may have preceded the loss of the initial consonant

seen in all dialects but I-R. (c) No data: I-S, S-T.

29. *pini ‘younger sister (&)’. *bini, *bini¤lá (S-2001). WR-S piní ‘younger sister (&, %)’.

(1) biní: All dialects except Western. (2) binilá: W-M, W-T. COMMENTS: (a) The possessed

marker ¤la is lexicalized in the Western reflexes. (b) Passin (1943:370) reported that biní

~ bini¤lá was used exclusively by male egos.

30. *poni ‘younger brother’. boní, boni¤lá (S-310). WR-S poní. (1) boní: all dialects except

S-T and Western. (2) oní: S-T. (3) bonilá: W-M, W-T. COMMENT: The possessed marker is

lexicalized in the Western dialect reflex.

31. *sali, *sali¤lá ‘grandchild’s spouse, spouse’s grandparent’. (1) salí: I-R, C-A, C-P.

COMMENTS: (a) Reflexes of *sali were not reported by any of the bilingual Ralámuli

education specialists, but they were not explicitly requested to provide a term or terms

for ‘grandchild’s spouse, spouse’s grandparent’ (Burgess 1995). (b) Kennedy (1978:160—

61) recorded two terms, salí and salú, for the ‘grandchild’s spouse, spouse’s grandparent’

relationship (see section 5.2). (c) Brambila (1976:363, 508) reported ‘co-parent-in-law’,

not ‘grandchild’s spouse, spouse’s grandparent’, as the referent of salí, and he recorded

naýsalí as a collective noun designating ‘co-parents-in-law (both)’ (“consuegros [los

dos]”). This second term, not attested in any other sources, is derived from salí by

prefixing na¤, a reciprocal marker also seen in *nawilá ‘co-parent-in-law’ (see set 22).

Brambila gave sali¤lá as the nominative possessed form for salí, but he did not provide

the comparable form for naýsalí. 

32. *siýa, *siýa¤lá ‘spouse’s father’. WR-S siýá. (1) siýá: W-M, I-R, I-S, I-SH, C-G, N-H, S-

B, S-T. (2) siýá ~ siýyá: W-T, I-SH. (3) siá: I-SB, C-A, C-P. COMMENTS: (a) The reflexes of

*siýa are the only modern Ralámuli affinal kinship terms that lack inherent stress. (b)

Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo (2012:93—94) give ásiaýruameñ as the N-N form for

‘spouse’s father’; siýarúame is expected.

33. *solo, *solo¤lá ‘father’s elder sister’. WR-S soló. (1) soló: all dialects and attestations.

COMMENTS: (a) Brambila (1976:534) reported a lengthened first-syllable vowel in this
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word: sooró and sooro¤lá. (b) For N-N, Martínez, Martínez, and Naranjo (2012:93¤96)

recorded sooló ~ soló ~ soýló as alternate forms. (c) No data: S-T. 

34. *suýsú ‘mother’s mother’. *uýsú, *uýsú¤la (S-1051). WR-S suýsú. (1) uýsú: C-G, N-N,

W-M, W-T. (2) usú: C-P, I-S, N-H, S-B. (3) ušú ~ usú: C-A. (4) uýsú ~ suýú: I-R, I-SH. (3)

uusú: I-SB. (4) súkoli: S-T. COMMENT: The term suýí ‘mother’s mother’ also is attested in

I-R, which has suýsúwiri as a term of endearment for ‘daughter’s daughter (&)’ (see

section 5.6). 

35. *taná ‘offspring’. *raná, raná¤la (S-146). WR-S taná. (1) raná: C-A, C-P, I-R, I-SB, I-

SH, N-N, S-B, W-T. COMMENTS: (a) The reflexes of *raná are used in modern Ralámuli as

terms of reference. (b) In S-B, the construction kíne raná ‘my child’ is used only by female

speakers. (c) In S-T, ranála and its plural tanála are used only in reference to the

offspring of animals. (d) In N-H, nihé ranála towí ‘my boy offspring’ and nihé ranála tewé

‘my girl offspring’ ( towí ‘boy’; tewé ‘girl’) are sometimes used, a practice also reported

for C-P (Passin 1943:369). (e) Attested plural forms are né aýtaná¤la (W-T) and nihé

ataná¤la (C-G). 

36. táta ‘father (&)’ (S-850). táta: C-A, I-R, I-S, I-SH, N-H, N-N, W-M, W-T. COMMENT: (a)

In N-N, táta is the sole term used for ‘father (&, %)’. (b) Our data from other dialects

indicate that táta is used only as a term of address by female egos, but Hilton (1993:79)

did not mention this restricted usage for I-SH.

37. *taýtai ‘mother’s younger brother’. *raýté, *raýte¤lá (S-2432). WR-S taýtái ~ taýtéi.

(1) raýté: N-N. (2) raté: C-G, C-P, I-R, I-S, I-SH, N-H, S-B, S-T. (3) ratéýi: C-A. (4) raté ~

ata¤lá: I-SB. (5) atelá: W-M. (6) aýtalá: W-T. COMMENTS: (a) In W-T, aýtéla is the

reference form and aýtalá is the vocative form. The phonological alternation of aýté¤ ~

aýta¤ parallels that attested in I-SB. (b) In I-SH, raté is glossed as ‘mother’s younger

sibling’. (c) Tepiman cognates indicate that the vowel sequence *¤ai is the result of the

loss of *¤l¤: NT(R) tatali and TO tatal(i).

38. *teýi ‘father’s younger brother’. *riýi, *riýi¤lá. WR-S teýí. (1) riýí: C-P, I-R, I-SB, I-SH.

(2) riýýí: N-N. (3) riýuí: C-G, N-H, S-B. (3) riýilá: W-M, W-T. (4) riýíile: I-S. COMMENTS:

(a) The ¤la suffix is lexicalized in the Western dialect reflexes. (b) The glottal stop is

attested only in N-N and RL(B) riýýí. (c) No data: S-T.

39. *tehima ‘relative, spouse, companion’. *rehimá, *rehimá¤la (S-2585). WR-S tehimá

‘spouse’, tetehíma ‘consanguineal and affinal relatives’. (1) rehimá: I-S. (2) rehimá¤la: W-

M, W-T. (3) rihimá¤la: C-A, C-P, I-R, I-SB, I-SH, N-H, N-N. COMMENTS: (a) In most dia-

lects, reflexes of *tehimá are used only as terms of reference and thus are attested with

the possessed marker ¤la. (b) For I-S, the nominative possessed form was not provided.

(c) Reflexes of the singular *rehimá are not attested in C-G and the Southern dialect, but

reflexes of the plural *reýtehíma are. The attested plural forms are presented in section

5.4, set (17). (d) Reflexes of the plural *reýtehíma are not attested in C-A, W-M, or the

Interior dialect. In the Interior dialect, reflexes of *nahirema ‘consanguineal relatives’

serve as the suppletive plurals for reflexes of the singular *rehimá. (e) In modern Ralá-

muli dialects, reflexes of *tehima are used by spouses only as a term of address, and

apparently only consanguineal kin are designated by the plural form. In WR-S, ‘spouse’

is the only referent given for the singular form, and the referent of the plural form

includes both consanguineal and affinal kin (Miller 1996:392, 394).

40. *tepó. *repó, *repó¤la ‘elder brother’s wife’. WR-S tepó. (1) rehpó: W-T. (2) ripó: I-R, N-

N. (3) repóla: C-G, N-H. (4) repóala: W-M. (5) ripóli ~ ripómala: C-A. (6) póýili: S-B.

COMMENTS: (a) Passin (1943:383) reported the use of repómari by one woman to label her

second husband’s sister. (b) A reflex of *repó is not attested for Samachique Ralámuli (I-

S, I-SB, I-SH). (c) No data: S-T.
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41. *umúli, *umúli ‘great-grandparent, great-grandchild’. (1) umúli: All dialects and

attestations except C-P, I-R, N-N, and S-T. (2) uýmúli: N-N. (3) umúli ~ omúli: I-R. (4)

múli: C-P, S-T. COMMENTS: (a) Gassó (1903:19) reported that omúli labeled ‘great-

grandparents’ and muli ‘great-grandchildren’. (b) Brambila (1976:571) recorded uýmúli

~ yuýmúli ‘great-grandfather’. The glottal stop, also seen in the N-N form, suggests an

antecedent *muýmú¤li, but an initial m¤ is not attested in any of our modern Ralámuli

sources.

42. *upí, upí¤la ‘wife’ (S-2572). WR-S upí. (1) upí: C-P, I-R, I-SB, I-SH, N-H, N-N, S-B, W-

M, W-T. (2) upí ~ upíla: I-S. (3) upíla: C-A, C-G. (4) puíla: S-T. COMMENTS: (a) The

genitive case pronoun construction with the possessed marker ¤la is attested for I-S and

C-G as kéni upíla and for S-T as kéni puíla. The plural is hubí¤la (Ramos Chaparro, et al.

1997:21). (b) The plural hubí¤ presumably is the result of reduplication and the

subsequent shared loss of the initial vowel: *uhubí¤ > hubi¤.

43. *wasí, *wasí¤la ‘spouse’s mother’ (S-1789). WR-S wasí. (1) wasí: I-R, I-SB, I-SH, C-G,

C-P, N-H, S-B, S-T. (2) así: I-S. (3) wasíla: C-A, W-M, W-T. COMMENTS: (a) The possessed

marker ¤la is lexicalized in the Aboreachi and Western reflexes. (b) For N-N, Martínez,

Martínez, and Naranjo (2012:93—94) give the stative form áwasiruameñ ‘spouse’s

mother’, with no stress indicated; wasirúame is expected.

44. *wayé ~ *waí, *wayé¤la ~ *waí¤la, ‘younger sister (%)’ (S-2573). (1) wayé: C-A, C-G,

C-P, I-S, I-SH, N-H, N-N, S-B, S-T. (2) wayé ~ waí: I-R. (3) waí: I-SB, W-T. (4) waíla: W-

M. COMMENTS: (a) For the Interior dialect, the earliest form recorded at Samachique (I-

B) is waí, but wayé was reported later (I-S, I-SH). Rejogochi is the only Interior dialect

community where wayé ~ waí are attested as alternate forms. (b) Brambila (1976:578)

reported a medial glottal stop in waýí but not the alternate form wayé. A glottal stop is

not documented in any other attestations. (c) Lexicalization of the possessed marker ¤la

is attested only for the Mesa de Arturo subdialect of Western Ralámuli. (d) Passin

(1943:370) reported that wayé was used by both female and male egos.

45. *woci ‘father’s father’. *oýí, *oýí¤la (S-1049). WR-S woýí. (1) oýí: I-SB, W-M, W-T. (2)

oýíkali: I-SH. (3) oýíkile: I-S. (4) oýíkale: I-R. (5) oýípali: N-H, N-N. (6) oýítuli: S-B. (7)

oýítoli ‘mother’s father’: S-T. (8) oýísi: C-G. COMMENTS: (a) In C-A, apalóýi became the

sole term used for ‘grandfather, grandchild’, replacing the reflex of *oýi. In C-P, apá

replaced the reflex of *oci, but apalóýi was the term for ‘mother’s father’. (b) In N-H, the

alternate form for ‘father’s father’, ýurákali, is not attested elsewhere, while oýípali is

used as an endearment form in C-G, I-R, W-M, and W-T. (c) In S-T, oýítoli, the reflex of

*oýi, labels ‘mother’s father’ while ýuítuli, not attested in other modern Ralámuli

dialects, labels ‘father’s father’. (d) The reconstruction of PT *oýika¤ is supported by the

Tepiman cognates presented in (4) (section 3.1). A medial ¤k¤ also is attested in the River

Warihio cognates, oýoýikí ‘paternal grandfather’ and oýoýikírira ‘son’s child (%)’ (Félix

Armendáriz 2005:450).

46. *yeýýi ‘mother’s younger sister’. *eýýí, *eýýi¤lá (S-90). WR-S yeýýí. (1) iýé: I-SB, C-P.

(2) iýýilá: W-M, W-T. COMMENTS: (a) Reflexes of *eýýí have been lost in C-A, I-R, N-H, N-

N, and S-B (see section 5.1). (b) No data: I-S, I-SH, S-T. 

47. *yeýyé ‘mother’. *eýyé, *eýyé¤la (S-1452). WR-S yeýyé. (1) iýyé: S-B, S-T. (2) eyé: W-M,

W-T. (3) iyé: C-P, I-S, I-SB, I-SH, N-H. (4) iyé ~ yéý: I-R. (5) iyéla: C-A, N-H. COMMENTS:

(a) The medial glottal stop is preserved in the Southern dialect only. It has shifted to final

position in the Rejogochi (I-R) genitive possessed form yéý, but it is not attested in the

nominative possessed form yé¤la. (b) For S-T, the alternate forms of the term of address

were recorded as iyéla ~ iýyé for female egos and as ýyéla and nána for male egos. For

the Northern (N-H) dialect, the alternate forms iyé ~ iyéla were recorded. C-A iyéla is
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1. The relationship between “Tarahumara” and “Ralámuli” remains to be clarified.

We suspect that “Tarahumára,” or more likely “Taláumali,” was the antecedent form,

which became standardized in writing as “Tarahumar(a)” according to Spanish ortho-

graphic conventions, with stress on the penultimate syllable in keeping with Spanish

the term of reference. (c) In N-N, the reflex of *yeýyé has been replaced by nána ‘mother

(&, %)’ (see set 21). (d) No data: C-G.

48. *ýyú¤la ‘spouse’. (1) ýyú¤la: I-S, W-M, W-T. (2) yú¤la: I-R. COMMENT: In modern

Ralámuli, this word is used only as a term of reference. It derives from yúa ~ yúga ~ úga

‘with’ and has the sense of ‘companion’ (Ramos Chaparro, et al. 1997:21).
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Abbreviations. Standard abbreviations are used for generations and for kin types: B

= brother; C = child; D = daughter; e = elder; F = father; G = generation (G0 = same

generation as ego, G+1 = first ascending generation, G¤2 = second descending generation,

etc.); H = husband; M = mother; P = parent; S = son; W = wife; y = younger; Z = sister. For

abbreviations for languages, dialects, and sources, see appendix 1.

Transcription and graphic conventions. Our orthography corresponds in most re-

gards to the Americanist phonetic notation; c represents the voiceless alveolar affricate,

ý the voiceless post-alveolar and alveopalatal affricates, and š the voiceless alveopalatal

fricative; VV (where V stands for any vowel) denotes both vowel length and identical

vowel sequences. We use ï instead of Ë as the grapheme for the high central or back

unrounded vowel. Etyma are marked with ** for Proto—Uto-Aztecan and with * for Proto-

Tarahumara, Proto-Tarawarihio, and other intermediary protolanguages. When the

original orthography of a source is reproduced, the form is enclosed in angle brackets á ñ.

We have standardized the spelling of all Indigenous words. The only significant

change to Ralámuli words is our use of l to represent the phoneme /l/, which has lateral

and rhotic allophones (Burgess 1970:47—49, 1984:7—8; Lionnet 1972:12—13; Caballero

2008:26, 42—44; Villalpando Quiñonez 2010:52—54). In many sources, árñ or ár ~ lñ is the

grapheme used for this phoneme. We use r to represent the word-initial rhotic, usually

realized as a trill, replacing the ávñ used by Brambila (1953, 1976, 1983) and Martínez,

Martínez, and Naranjo (2012). Bennett and Zingg (1935), Passin (1943), and Kennedy

(1970b, 1978) appear not to have recognized the glottal stop in several kinship terms, but

because there is considerable dialectal variation in the retention of reflexes of Proto-

Tarahumaran *ý, we have not modified the forms attested in their works beyond stand-

ardizing the orthographies.
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stress patterns. We also suspect that “Ralámuli” derived from “Taláumali” as the re-

sult of phonological and morphological changes that occurred in the spoken language

between the seventeenth and early nineteenth centuries.

2. Valiñas Coalla (2001, 2002) and Villalpando Quiñonez (2010:19—28) provide the

best overviews of the current status of Ralámuli dialectology. Additional perspectives are

offered by Brambila (1953:x, 1976:i), Lionnet (1982:61—62), and Burgess, Bascom, and

Nellis (1983).

3. Valiñas Coalla (2001:117) proposes that a sixth dialect area, Eastern, should

be considered, with the Balleza subdialect classified with it rather than with subdia-

lects of Southern Ralámuli spoken south of the Sinforosa Canyon. Speakers of the

“Cumbre” dialect live above the Urique and Batopilas Canyons (Valiñas Coalla 2002:

261). Caballero (2008:10) chooses “Highland” as the English translation of “Cumbre,”

but we prefer “Interior” because the communities associated with this dialect are located

in the heart of the area where Ralámuli is spoken and some are at lower elevations than

those of other dialect areas.

4. Ferrero (1920) is the source of the incomplete set of modern Ralámuli kin terms

included in the comparative studies of Radin (1931), Kroeber (1934:19—20, 25; citing both

Ferrero [1920] and Radin [1931]), and Anzaldo Figueroa (2007:55—56; citing Radin [1931]

only). Shimkin (1941), Romney (1967:211), and Hsieh (1980) draw upon the more de-

tailed information collected by Bennett (Bennett and Zingg 1935:220—23) in 1930—1931

in the Ralámuli community of Samachique.

5. We use “Warihio” to designate both the language and its speakers. The name is

usually spelled in modern Spanish as “Guarijío” and in Spanish colonial documents as

“Varohío” or variants of that spelling (Sauer 1934:32—36). Speakers of the River dialect

of the language are reported to call themselves “Warihío” and “Makuráwe,” while

speakers of the Sierra dialect are reported to use “Warihó” as their self-designation

(Miller 1996:21; Vélez Storey and Harriss Clare 2004:5; Félix Armendáriz 2007:1).

Whether additional dialects of the language should be recognized is the subject of debate

(Valiñas Coalla 2002:256—58).

6. The suffix ¤ma clearly is related to words in these and other Uto-Aztecan

languages that are associated with giving birth. In fact, PT *malá ‘daughter (&)’ is the

reflex of Proto—Uto-Aztecan **maana ‘child’ (Stubbs 2011:72, set 140).

7. Although the documentation of the Eudeve kinship terminological system is in-

complete, the ¤ma suffix is attested in three terms: vóc¤ma¤r¤ ‘son’s child (%)’,  pá¤ma¤r¤

‘daughter’s child (%)’, and kúc¤ma¤r¤ ‘father’s younger brother’s child’ (Pennington

1981:174—75, 215, 246). The first two of these terms share the referents of their Teguima

cognates, posi¤ma¤ri and pao¤ma¤ri, while the third is cognate with Teguima kuci¤ma¤ri

‘younger sister’s child (%)’ (Lombardo 2009:292). Anzaldo Figueroa (2007) does not

include Eudeve data or comment on the ¤ma suffix in her study of the kinship ter-

minological systems of Teguima and other Uto-Aztecan languages. This suffix is not

attested in the kin terms recorded for the Cahitan languages (Moctezuma Zamarrón

2007:117—19, 123—25).

8. The initial syllable of *nawilá ‘co-parent-in-law’ presumably is the reciprocal

prefix na¤, but the stem ¤wilá is not identified. It perhaps is related to the verb wi¤ ‘to

tie’, the use of which is restricted to humans and animals (Brambila 1983:63). A com-

parable use of the na¤ prefix is seen in the Tubatulabal term nawasu ‘co-parent-in-law’,

the stem of which is ¤wasu ‘spouse’s parent’ (Gifford 1917:223).

9. Stubbs (2011:327, set 2002) identifies Cora ne¤ýiwaa¤raýa ‘my relative, younger

sister’ and Huichol ýiwá ‘cousin’ as cognate with the terms in (3).

10.  The terms appear in the original as “mumúmac, mujeres y niños &c. o toda la

gente, plebe, y pueblo” and “upíma, mujer con toda la familia y alajas, &c.” (Guadalaxara

1683:16v).
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11. Stubbs (2011:200, set 1049) discusses the difficulties of reconstructing the initial

consonant of this Proto—Southern Uto-Aztecan etymon, noting that both *poci and *kÑoci

are possibilities.

12. Cognates of Ralámuli muýí ‘vagina’ are attested in Warihio, two Tepiman lan-

guages, and Hopi: WR-S muhýí, WR-R muuýíra; TO muus, PYP muusi ‘pubic hair’, and

HP mos×Òa ‘clitoris’ (Miller 1996:360; Félix Armendáriz 2005:445; Saxton, Saxton, and

Enos 1983:43; Shaul 1994:332; Hopi Dictionary Project 1998:252; cf. Stubbs 2011:383, set

2447). Eudeve cognates for the Teguima sibling-in-law terms are múci and mucímar,

both glossed in the original source as ‘sibling-in-law’ (“cuñado”) (Pennington 1981:206).

13. The word for ‘daughter’ appears in Steffel’s dictionary as áaguílañ. In most cases,

Steffel used the grapheme águñ to represent [gÑ] before a vowel, but his orthography

lacked a grapheme for [g]. We interpret his representation of this word as agí¤la rather

than agÑí¤la because it reflected Proto-Tarawarihio *aki and the medial ¤k¤ could have

been voiced intervocalically. In eighteenth-century Tarahumara, Proto-Tarahumaran

*¤k¤ was reflected in most cases as ¤k¤, while *gÑ tended to reflect antecedent *w (Merrill

2007:416—34).

14. The only form attested by Ferrero (1924:39) is eyé¤la ‘mother’, and none of the

forms we recorded for modern Ralámuli dialects data show an initial y¤ (see appendix 3,

set 47). Brambila (1976:161), however, recorded yeyé ~ eyé ~ eé as alternate modern

forms. The reduplication of initial syllables seen in the singular forms of some kinship

terms is encountered only rarely in other noun classes, for example, in the presumably

onomatopoetic ýaýámuli ‘a kind of rattlesnake’ (Brambila 1976:102). The use of initial-

syllable reduplication to create plural nouns is more common. One example is early

Proto-Tarahumara *mumugí ‘women’, derived from *mukí ‘woman’ through redu-

plication of the initial syllable and the voicing of the medial *¤k¤. In the second decade of

the nineteenth century, Tellechea (1826:6) recorded mumugí, and in the early twentieth

century Gassó (1903:13) also documented the retention of the initial consonant in this

word (the stress placement in his form ámúmuquiñ [múmuki], as well as the voiceless

¤k¤, are suspect). By the second half of the twentieth century, however, the initial con-

sonant was in the process of being lost. Brambila (1976:571) reported the alternate forms

mumugí ~ umugí, plus a third alternate, omugí, in which the unstressed u¤ had shifted

to o¤. For a detailed discussion of reduplication in Uto-Aztecan languages, see Haugen

(2008b).

15. Kennedy (1970b:183) reported for the Aboreachi subdialect of Central Ralámuli

that relative age rather than birth order of the connecting relatives determined the use of

elder and younger sibling terms. Passin noted a similar use in the Guachochi area, but

only in cases “of extreme disparity in age between cousins” (1943:371).

16. In Aboreachi Ralámuli, salí and a second term, salú, were used to label these

relationships in a more complex system of reciprocals (see section 5.2).

17. The only extant copy of Guadalaxara’s grammar, housed at the British Library,

is incomplete. Missing are three vocabularies, including one devoted exclusively to kin-

ship terminology (Guadalaxara 1683: title page). This loss is particularly unfortunate for

the present study because Guadalaxara (1683:32) directed his readers to this vocabulary

instead of including the kinship terms in his grammatical overview. For a facsimile edi-

tion of Guadalaxara’s extant work, see Rodríguez López (2010).

18. The biographical information on Tellechea is based on unpublished documents

in the Fondo Guadalupe Zacatecas, housed in the Archivo Histórico de Zapopan, in

Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico. These documents had not been classified when Merrill ex-

amined them in 1991. A document from 1830 housed in another repository reported that

Tellechea had served for sixteen years in the Tarahumara missions, thus dating his

arrival there to 1814 (Biblioteca Pública de Jalisco [Guadalajara], Manuscritos, vol. 58,

folios 4v—12v; copy at Manuscritos, vol. 95, folios 199r—205r).
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19. Both Guadalaxara (1683:4v, 6, 6v) and Steffel (1799:10, 28, 31, 32, 34; 1809:350,

360) reported that the third person pronoun pú was combined with the interrogative gÑé

to form gÑépu ‘who?’. Steffel (1809:350, 360) represented the word in his dictionary as

kÑépu ~ képu and recorded kÑépu¤la, with the possessed marker ¤la, as the interrogative

‘of whom?’. The modern reflex is épu, also attested as yépu ~ épuka ~ épuká (Brambila

1976:155).

20. The construction kípu reteíma ‘their relatives’ is attested as áquipú réteymañ

(Tellechea 1826:152). Tellechea was inconsistent in his placement of stress on kípu, but

the other three attestations of the word for ‘relatives’ in his work show its form as

áreteímañ.

21. Gassó presented the genitive pronouns without stress.

22. Félix Armendáriz also noted that the final syllable ¤li attested in many River

Warihio nouns seemed to be “old absolutives already grammaticalized” (2007:26—27).

23. Burgess (1996:25—26) documented a different pattern in the Western Ralámuli

community of Tierra Blanca. The ¤e suffix replaces the final vowel of the stem only if that

vowel is an ¤a or a stressed ¤í, and it usually appears with the suffix ¤game, for example,

baýý¤é¤game ‘have an elder brother’ and mal¤é¤game ‘have a daughter (%)’. A possible

Yaqui cognate of Proto-Tarawarihio *¤e is discussed by Haugen (2008a:459—61, 2008b:

154—57).

24. The suffix *¤ýi also is unattested in reflexes of *apá ‘mother’s father’, which in

most dialects has been replaced by apalóýi, the self-reciprocal for ‘mother’s father,

daughter’s child (%)’ (see appendix 3, set 27). An alternative approach to reciprocality in

grandparent-grandchild terms may have existed in Samachique around 1930. Bennett

and Zingg (1935:220) reported that, rather than being self-reciprocals, Samachique

terms for these relationships were sex-linked. The reflexes of Proto-Tarahumaran

*apá ‘mother’s father’, *uýsú ‘mother’s mother’, *oýí ‘father’s father’, and *aýká

‘father’s mother’ were used by both male and female speakers also to label ‘daughter’s

son’, ‘daughter’s daughter’, ‘son’s son’, and ‘son’s daughter’, respectively. Martínez,

Martínez, and Naranjo (2012:44—47, 92—93) documented the same approach in the

Norogachi community (N-N), but it is not attested in any of the other modern Ralámuli

dialects.

25. Passin (1943:480—82) provides a good summary of these relationships. For an

overview of institutionalized joking relationships between grandparents and grand-

children and among siblings-in-law, see Kennedy (1966, 1970a, 1978:171—74).

26. Although this pattern in the use of ¤ýi suggests Nahuatl influence, we think that

the Nahuatl terms ýíýi ‘mother’, nána ‘mother’, and táta ‘father (&)’ likely entered the

lexica of some modern Ralámuli dialects via Mexicanized Spanish (see appendix 3, sets 3,

21, 36). All these words were integrated into the Spanish lexicon early in the colonial

period (Santamaría 1978:377, 753, 1014—15), and none is attested in Balleza Ralámuli

(S-B). Balleza is the only community in our sample where Nahuatl is reported to have

been spoken in the Spanish colonial period (Alegre 1959:358).

27. The shift of medial *¤k¤ to ¤g¤ in Western Ralámuli is attested in the Tierra

Blanca term wágila ‘younger sister’s husband’, the reflex of Proto-Tarahumaran *wáka.

The loss of initial *k¤ in the Northern and Southern dialects is seen in oýi ‘elder sister’,

the reflex of *koýýi.

28. The suffix ¤ýi is rare in Western Ralámuli. In the Tierra Blanca subdialect, it is

attested only in apalóýi ‘mother’s father’, aýkáýili ‘son’s child (&)’, which is used solely

as a term of endearment, and geyóýi, the self-reciprocal for relatives of the fifth ascend-

ant and descendant generations.
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